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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

South African influenced eTrack – an integrated manufacturing
and production management platform – has the potential
to make impact on the manufacturing world

F

our years ago I wrote in the Castings
SA magazine – the sister publication to
Metalworking News - about how to further
improve the quality and cost position of Atlantis
Foundries, the company embarked on an ambitious
plan to build a Smart Foundry. The basic building
blocks for such a concept are robotics, process
instrumentation and the tracking of components
using RFID and other software applications. With
all the data available and it being traceable to
individual castings, the door opened to enable the
use of Artificial Intelligence for process control and
inspection of components.
The project aimed to combine various
technologies available to gather and analyse process data, with the aim of
improving product quality and cost efficiency. As a result, today Atlantis Foundries
is one of the most advanced manufacturers of complex castings in the world.
“The corner stone of the project is the programme of automation in the foundry.
The Fanuc robots installed have become the workhorse to carry instruments that
acquire data while handling or performing its operations. All the data collected
throughout the process by the robots and the variety of inline instruments will be
linked to specific castings. At the end of the process, the entire set of process
parameters including operator information will be available for each casting,”
explained Pieter du Plessis, CEO of Atlantis Foundries at the time and now back at
the helm after a short absence.
As a result, today Atlantis Foundries is one of the most advanced
manufacturers of complex castings in the world. The South African company
very involved with the machine monitoring and data collection and analysis DataProphet - have since gone onto bigger ventures internationally. However, I will
always remember how the CEO and Co-Founder of the company, Frans Cronje told
me that shortly after the publishing of the article he was summonsed to go and
visit various foundry owners and CEOs in Germany. They wanted to know more. Well
today DataProphet is a very different company, in terms of ownership and partners.
This issue covers the launch of a new South African product that has the
potential to be as successful as DataProphet products is. Manufacturing can be a
complex process. Timeous quoting, changing market conditions, scheduling, bills
of material, quality control and tracking are just some of the elements that make
the need for the right software that controls the entire flow an absolute necessity.
Most software programmes don’t talk to each other - whether it is finance, sales,
production, logistics, HR, IT (CAD/CAM software, CRM/ERP) or machine CNC
controls. That is until now.
Tekenso is an international technology company that has a very strong South
African influence, has developed a complete production management system,
developed to radically simplify and optimise the production of sheet metal - and yet
is also easily adaptable to other fabrication or manufacturing environments.
The company says the flagship product eTrack, which comprises an integrated
software programme for the sheet metal and other manufacturing sectors, provides
a manufacturing and production management platform, delivered via a powerful
software solution for future-proofed fabrication.
The developers claim: “Through our eTrack methodology we will give our
customers a next level ability to track and to control the flow of jobs through the
business such that they can give world class communication to their customers.
Our ability to enable our customers to see into the “black box” is designed to
significantly reduce the stress in the business.”
We wish them the very best with another South
African development that has the potential to make a
difference in the manufacturing world.
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VIEW

POINT

Cobots: Start simple,
then add complexity

Cobots have been developed to a point where the only thing differentiating them from their human co-workers is soft-skills.
Cobots developing adaptive capabilities, like decision-making or problem-solving, is challenging for engineers although
progress is inevitable. With state-of-the-art sensors, actuators and software, cobots are now capable
of experiencing physical sensations, allowing them to feel and identify an object being touched

A

s a provider, installer, and integrator of collaborative
robotics (cobots), we’ve learned that certain best
practices are coming to the forefront as cobots’
popularity has grown exponentially over the last few
years. Cobots are an ideal, entry-level robotic device for
smaller shops to begin using automation in an economical
way. Of course, as with any equipment integration, it
takes a knowledgeable team with experience to make
cobot integration as seamless and painless as possible.
Considering a cobot is a big step for traditional shops that
use machinists and operators for the tasks a cobot might
perform, such as picking and placing workpieces in and out
of a machine or cell.
We almost always suggest that creating a simple
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application for the first cobot is a smart approach. It’s wise
to have the very first experience be smooth from both a
cultural and technical standpoint. Employees may naturally
be a bit sceptical and perhaps even mildly threatened by the
cobot. In every single case we have been a part of, however,
employees evolve to be full supporters of the cobot once they
understand its role and its functionality day after day.
The cobot fun factor
For one thing, a cobot is fun to watch. Go to any trade
show and the cobot/robot booths will have a lot of people
watching the action. Further, staffers freed from doing the
tiresome, boring, repetitive tasks that the cobot now does
quickly feel relief as they are reassigned to more interesting



Even though the cobot’s function might be “simple” it still takes a high level of know-how to make the “simple” easy to do

roles in the shop or even in the same cell, working
alongside the cobot. In some instances, the cobots take on
the personas of work buddies and are even assigned cute
nicknames. One shop calls theirs “Cobie.”
The technical aspects of cobot integration are many
and this is where experience and knowledge really come
into play. The shop owner or manager will want to get
reassurance that the cobot provider/integrator understands
CNC machine tools and machine tool controls, the various
ladder logic codes, and the M-code requirements of
each major controller brand - such as Fanuc, Mitsubishi,
and Siemens. The integrator should be well-versed in
sequencing the cobot and the machine tool(s), starting
the machine, readying the part for loading/unloading and
placing the part in an unloading station or bin.
Additional M-codes may be needed from the machine
tool builder if the CNC machine is older. Newer machines built within the last five years or so - generally have plenty
of M-codes for adding peripheral equipment. The integrator
will wire the input/output software communications of
the cobot to the machine, programme the cobot, and,

depending on the application, design and make gripping
devices and the load/unload stations.
The difficulty of making things easy
Even though the cobot’s function might be “simple” it
still takes a high level of know-how to make the “simple”
easy to do. As a result, another important service that the
integrator can provide is training. Again, especially for firsttime cobot users, thorough training is one of the keys to
success.
Once the new cobot is installed and functioning reliably
for months, and the employees see that it’s more interesting
than threatening, we often get calls for additional cobots to
be installed and integrated. It might be a similar setup in
a different cell, or, with the shop’s newfound confidence in
cobots, we might tackle something a little more challenging,
such as a welding or a vision inspection application. We’ve
also seen certain staffers become the resident “cobot
expert” in the shop to the point where he or she can install
and integrate the next cobots on their own, or with just
minor guidance from us.

This is the viewpoint of Courtney Ortner, Chief Marketing Officer, Absolute Machine Tools Inc.
and it first appeared in Manufacturing Engineering
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Tekenso launches eTrack –

a complete management system that
incorporates finance, sales, production,
logistics, HR and IT (CAD/CAM/nesting
software, CRM/ERP)
Businesses require effective management and oversight of various operational inputs from sales
to pricing, orders outstanding, and tracking work-in-progress on the shop floor, to ensure the
production and delivery of product – on time and within budget – for the end-customer.

Manufacturing can be a complex process. Timeous quoting, changing market conditions, scheduling, bills of material, quality control and
tracking are just some of the elements that make the need for the right software that controls the entire flow an absolute necessity

M

anufacturing can be a complex process. Timeous
quoting, changing market conditions, scheduling, bills
of material, quality control and tracking are just some
of the elements that make the need for the right software that
controls the entire flow an absolute necessity.
Imagine having a management system at your disposal
that could track and monitor every aspect of your business
while you are either away on business internationally or
8 METALWORKING NEWS V 20.4 September 2021

travelling locally. Or you are sitting in your office and you need
to make some important decisions but your Sales Director is
out, your Production Manager is busy and your Administration
Manager is off sick and all of them need to give you input.
Very frustrating because you could lose out to your opposition
because you cannot make an informed decision. How you wish
that in this modern electronic age that you had a tool to use
that would take into account all the facts you need? Why don't

my expensive software
and cost targets as well as
programmes being used in
keeping capital expenditure
the different departments
within budget.
of my business, that I pay
The complications are
big subscription fees for,
that CNC programming is
talk to each other?
different for each machine,
If you look back
operating methods,
at the history of how
maintenance and spare
software programmes
parts are all specific to
have been integrated
each of the machines and
into the manufacturing
users will require extra
aspect of your business,
training to get the best
it wasn’t so long ago that
efficiencies.
machinists programmed
The world of the typical
CNC lathes and mills
metal fabricator/jobby hand. Some still do.
shopper is a highly complex
Or alternatively getting
one: A complicated ‘soup’
the most productive
or mixture of hectic
and economical way of
“As a proof-of-concept we have had clients applying the full eTrack solutions
production schedules,
suite - including quotations, sales orders, planning and drawing, production,
cutting a sheet or plate
timing, stock management,
purchasing, inventory and dispatch, as well as financial reporting - since June
of material was a hit and
customers’ orders and
2020. Others have been involved in quotation, job carding and invoicing
miss affair.
more. In this environment,
applications over the same period.”
Most manufacturers
several different
today would agree
operational inputs need to
that investment in a modern CAD/CAM system or nesting
happen in order for mission-critical decisions to be made and
programme, one driven by knowledgeable, well-trained
production promises to be kept: Finance, sales, production,
programmers, brings numerous benefits to the shop floor.
logistics, HR, IT (CAD/CAM software, CRM/ERP). Management
Today’s CAD/CAM and nesting software is not only expected to
needs to know the status of everything from sales to pricing,
construct the very best toolpaths and machining and cutting
orders outstanding, and how to track work-in-progress on the
plans, but must also be interoperable with software from
shop floor in real-time.
partner companies and other third-party vendors.
Further complications are that each company also has its
Toolpath simulation and optimisation, machine tool
different systems and the way to operate. However, the bottom
monitoring, electronic work instructions, offline presetting and
line is that to have all this information readily available is an
tool management systems, cloud-based tooling libraries, inline
expensive exercise. There are solutions out there but very few
probing and metrology, manufacturing execution systems,
can afford them.
companies everywhere have either implemented or are in
the process of implementing these and other manufacturing
Tekenso launches eTrack
systems, raising countless improvement opportunities for
“In our research and experience of selling capital
those willing to tackle such transformative projects.
equipment and consumables we found that business owners
The challenge, then, is how to get these disparate
in the engineering manufacturing arena generally had no clue
software systems to speak to one another. Most shops now
about how efficient or cost effective their business is. Sure
hire a software developer or two to augment their team
they could have been making a profit over the years but we say
of programmers. Once these systems are talking, what
how much more could they be making if they had a production
information should they be made to share? Which will serve as
management system that easily kept their fingers on the
the master or system of record? And what happens when one
pulse. And through the device that is like an appendage to our
or more of them requires a routine update?
body these days - an app on a cell phone,” said Andrew Poole
of First Cut, a company well-known in the sheetmetal, laser
Challenges
cutting, bending and fabrication industries and a partner in the
Other challenges
internationally-based
here are many reasons
company Tekenso.
why companies operate
“When we were
different makes of
the distributors for
cutting and bending
Bystronic laser and
machines and have
bending products
a combination of
in South Africa we
other technologies
encountered far
such as laser, plasma
too many frustrated
and waterjet at their
business owners.
disposal.
We concentrated on
These choices
supplying them with
provide a lot of flexibility
quality equipment and
for manufacturers
making sure that the
enabling them to
support services to
have the best mix
this equipment would
of technologies and
make their operations
Completely modular and scalable, eTrack may function as a standalone application efficient and as cost
capabilities to suit their
for a total manufacturing solution or as an integrated option to run alongside
customers’ demands,
effective as possible.
current ERP, CAD or CRM systems
meet production, delivery
But what we found is 
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that they have built
management) and ERP
great businesses,
(enterprise resource
have great equipment
planning) sources into a
and systems in
synergistic, logical and
their manufacturing
holistic source for clear
environment and have
visibility and oversight
surrounded themselves
of your manufacturing/
with great employees
fabrication
but none of the
information.”
machines, departments,
people or software
Cloud-based programmes talk to
on-demand and online
each other or have
availability
interoperability.”
“You can save
“We estimate that
money on IT hardware
as much as 80% of
because it is web-based
businesses would
and cloud-hosted.
eTrack is a complete management system that incorporates finance, sales,
fall into this category.
eTrack is available on
production, logistics, HR and IT (CAD/CAM/nesting software, CRM/ERP)
The other 20% are big
any device suited to the
corporates that have the financial means to utilise the highapplication. In line with contemporary ‘on-demand’ software
end software that is available. We want to cater for the 80%
trends, eTrack meets the data integration demands of the 4th
and make it affordable for them.”
and 5th Industrial Revolutions (‘IR4’ and ‘IR5’) and the Internet
“There are other initiatives that are being developed
of Things (IoT).”
but they only cater for certain aspects in a manufacturing
business. For example, umati (universal machine technology
Agile efficiency for process optimisation
interface) is a community of the machine building industries
“Additionally, you can get fast, accurate fabrication and
and their customers for the promotion and adoption of open,
manufacturing operational intelligence, which is flexible and
standardised interfaces based on OPC UA. umati facilitates
interoperable enough to make those mission-critical decisions
the data exchange between machines, components and
for optimised fabrication processes.”
installations and their integration into customer and userspecific IT ecosystems, easily, seamlessly and securely. It is an
Modular scalability
initiative for networked production and getting your machines
“Completely modular and scalable, eTrack may function as
and devices to talk to each other.”
a standalone application for a total manufacturing solution or
“We take it further. Tekenso is an international technology
as an integrated option to run alongside current ERP, CAD or
company that has developed a complete production
CRM systems, thus minimising disruption and implementation.
management system, developed to radically simplify and
Fill any gap – use or adapt what you need, when you need to.”
optimise the production of sheet metal - and yet is also easily
adaptable to other fabrication or manufacturing environments.”
User-friendly
“Falling under the Tekenso ‘umbrella’, our flagship product
“You can capture data quickly, and clearly visualise
eTrack, which comprises integrated manufacturing software
information related to the task at hand with the intuitive, logical
for the sheet metal and other manufacturing sectors. As
and user-friendly interface throughout all the modules, which
such, it provides an integrated manufacturing and production
provides a constant flow of information throughout the entire
management platform, delivered via a powerful software
application.
solution for future-proofed fabrication.”
Increase in visibility and speed in processing and orders
Keeping track to keep promises
“As a proof-of-concept we have had clients applying the
“Within the highly complex and dynamic fabrication and
full eTrack solutions suite - including quotations, sales orders,
manufacturing world, businesses require effective management
planning and drawing, production, purchasing, inventory and
and oversight of various operational inputs from sales to
dispatch, as well as financial reporting - since June 2020.
pricing, orders outstanding, and tracking work-in-progress on
Others have been involved in quotation, job carding and
the shop floor, to ensure the production and delivery of product
invoicing applications over the same period.”
– on time and within budget – for the end-customer.”
“Tekenso is an experienced technology company with an
“Through our eTrack methodology we will give our
emphasis on developing complete production management
customers a next level ability to track and to control the flow
systems. With our integrated consulting and manufacturing
of jobs through the business such that they can give world
software solution eTrack, we enable fabricators and
class communication to their customers. Our ability to enable
manufacturers to have complete access, visible control and
our customers to see into the “black box” is designed to
tracking of information for more productive fabrication or
significantly reduce the stress in the business.”
manufacturing via a mobile, real-time user interface.”
“We are very, very excited about this development because
Remove complexity and improve simplicity
companies can be empowered with future-proofed fabrication
“eTrack removes complexity from any manufacturing
and manufacturing. They can meet their production deadlines
environment by creating order and the ability to track any items
and keep their promises to customers in a far more efficient
throughout the organisation.”
and cost-effective way and get the best efficiencies out of
their businesses. We already have sales partners locally and
Synergistic integration
internationally and are currently taking the product to market
“The great benefit of the new software is that you can
and have plans to expand our reach to the rest of the world.”
gather and easily access operational information from various
For further details contact Andrew Poole on 082 903 4135
financial, production, draughting, CRM (customer relationship
or visit www.tekenso.com
METALWORKING NEWS V 20.4 September 2021
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PTD appointed

Kennametal distributor

PTD Metalworking Professionals has been appointed an authorised Kennametal distributor

N

ewly established tooling and related equipment and
Kennametal because we have been a big user of their
product for many years,” said Filipe dos Santos, one of the
accessories distributor PTD Metalworking Professionals
directors of the Perfection Tool and Die Group.
has been appointed an authorised Kennametal
“We have appointed
distributor. At the
Marcus Filer, who has
forefront of advanced
materials innovation for
been in the tooling
industry for over 20
more than 75 years,
years with the majority
Kennametal is a global
of those being in sales
industrial technology
and management, as
leader, offering a wide
range of metalworking
our Sales Manager.
He will be responsible
tools for turning, milling,
taking PTD from scratch
holemaking, threading
to being a fully-fledged
and tooling systems
distributor accounting
applications.
PTD Metalworking
for sales, application
Professionals, a company
enhancement and
training.”
within the Perfection
Filer takes up the
Tool and Die Group, was
conversation: “Our
established in May 2021
punch line is ‘We use
to boost Kennametal’s
growing presence in the
the tools that we sell’.
metalworking industry.
This is because PTD has
PTD Metalworking Professionals will carry a wide range of Kennametal
been setup in the same
“We have partnered
metalworking tools for turning, milling, holemaking, threading and
tooling systems applications
premises as Perfection
in particular with
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Kennametal’s innovative custom and standard wear-resistant
solutions help to boost productivity, innovation and performance
in many industries, including aerospace, energy, industrial
production, transportation and others

PTD Metalworking Professionals has a counter sales facility
and showroom. In the near future they will have a full-service
‘walk-in’ shop

Tool and Die in Anderbolt, Boksburg, Gauteng. Perfection Tool
and Die is a multi-faceted organisation that has a fully-fledged
CNC machine shop with over 80 CNC machines on the floor.”
“This will enable us to give customers first-hand exposure
to seeing the tools being used in a machining environment.
With the range of CNC machines at our disposal - from
recently purchased to ones that have some hours under their
belt - the customer will generally be experiencing a similar
situation to what he has.”
“We believe this is a strong selling point but not the only
one. Founded in 1938 with Philip McKenna’s breakthrough
invention of tungsten-titanium carbide alloys, Kennametal
has been developing tooling technologies and engineered
components for applications in some of the world’s most
demanding environments, since then.”
“From its world headquarters in Latrobe, Pennsylvania,
Kennametal markets its products in more than 60 countries
around the globe. Kennametal’s innovative custom and
standard wear-resistant solutions help to boost productivity,
innovation and performance in many industries, including
aerospace, energy, industrial production, transportation and
others. Kennametal tools are engineered to address the
specific challenges of machining all types of materials.”
“Kennametal has solutions for the high-wear conditions
of almost every aspect of the energy industry, as well
as standard and custom solutions for turbo chargers,
crankshafts, transmissions, fuel systems, brake systems
and other needs in the automotive industry. In general
14 METALWORKING NEWS V 20.4 September 2021

manufacturing, Kennametal tools will help you machine hightemperature alloys, steels, and more.”
“Kennametal’s full line of carbide cutting tools and
other products are used in any industry that uses metals
in its manufacturing, from general machining to aerospace
and defence, medical, energy, automotive, and general
engineering.”
“In addition, Kennametal offers an innovative tool
management system. Kennametal’s ToolBoss system is a
secure, electronically locked tool storage cabinet with 24-hour
tool control of high-value items like carbide inserts, drills, and
taps. ToolBoss helps you reduce your on-hand tool inventory,
tool consumption, overheads, machine downtime, and more.”
Related industrial hardware products and accessories
“We are not aiming to be a supplier of tooling and
general engineering products so that we almost become a
builders or hardware shop. Rather we are concentrating on
the Kennametal tooling but we have tied up with a few other
companies that supply related products and accessories.”
“For example, we will be offering threading tools (taps
and forming taps) manufactured by a German specialist
manufacturer Schumaker, a range of soft jaws for use on
lathe chucks and a range of hand tap wrenches, both of these
products are South African designed and manufactured.”
“Likewise we have tied up to sell the Tapmatic products,
a world leader in the design and development of tapping
attachments, tap holders, taps and dies, as well as their
Tapmatic cutting fluids, machine lubricants and coolants.”
“Other products include a range of collets and the Nine9
indexable inserts, chamfer cutters and spot drills.”
“All of these products are critical components in the
shaping and forming of blocks and castings on CNC machines
to manufacture quality products and components.”
“Our fully functional tooling division boasts a state-of-theart counter sales facility and showroom. In the near future we
will have a full-service ‘walk-in’ shop. Stock levels will also be
kept at a level that customers can order off the shelf and if we
do not have specials in stock Kennametal South Africa is five
minutes away from us. They have been marketing its range of
metalworking tools in South Africa since 1984.”
“As we go along we will also add all the other necessary
accessories needed in a machine shop.”
For further details contact PTD Metalworking Professionals
on TEL: 011 918 3177 or visit www.pertool.co.za

Macsteel Tube & Pipe leads the
way for pursuing reinvention

Macsteel Express, a new franchise-partnering concept, is being rolled out.

A large area has been allocated to the roofing division

L

ast year Macsteel Service Centres SA (Pty) Ltd
(MSCSA) embarked on a consolidation and reinvention
programme set on becoming a centralised distributiontype business and the focus would be on how the company
would move steel to customers as effectively and efficiently
as possible.
The new strategy and thinking resulted from Macsteel
re-evaluating its business owing to a steady decline in steel
consumption over the previous five years, with 2019 being
a new low and the start of 2020 faring just as poorly – a
situation that was exacerbated by the lockdown because of
COVID-19.
In various interviews Macsteel CEO Mike Benfield said:
“Our strategy is to continue pushing the accelerator pedal
to get to the level where we are distributing our steel from
16 METALWORKING NEWS V 20.4 September 2021

fewer distribution centres nationally and not viewing our
branch network as a key component of that network.”
“Macsteel is constantly pursuing reinvention and it
is with this ethos in mind that we develop innovative
fit-for-purpose solutions by virtue of our approach of
looking beyond what the customer thinks they need, to
understanding what they actually need, and addressing that
challenge.”
“Change is necessary, and this time the change
needs to be quite radical. The fourth industrial revolution,
with a connected world and a high-speed economy with
information – and options – at our fingertips, has changed
the expectations of customers, including the people we do
business with in the steel industry.”
“Our customers want things faster, more affordable, and 

The closure of Robor allowed MTP to acquire some of Robor’s
equipment that it used to manufacture longitudinally welded
steel tube and pipe. It included an OTO and Kusakabe
tube roller forming mill and a steel coil slitter

easier. New, smaller competitors have come into our market,
ready to meet those needs. The need to align to the new
expectations of customers, in this changing world, together
with a struggling South African economy over the last few
years, prompted us to relook our business model,” continued
Benfield.
Macsteel has been in business for more than 116 years,
operating through prosperous and challenging times by
adapting its business model to suit the times and markets
in which it operates. Pursuing reinvention is at the core of
Macsteel’s DNA and the premise from which the business

Manufacture of longitudinally welded steel tube and pipe

constantly seeks opportunities to evolve.
Macsteel Express
Macsteel’s new business transformation model drives
consolidation and centralisation of functions within its
business. This led Macsteel to consider the option of
independent ownership of certain Macsteel branches. The
concept of Macsteel Express was conceived and the first
Macsteel Express franchise opened in Welkom, Free State in
February 2021.
Whilst Macsteel Express is a new franchise-partnering 
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“At this site we will have the capabilities of manufacturing tube
from 21.3mm up to 60.3mm on the one line, 60.3mm up to 168mm
diameter and 6mm thickness on the other line and in the near
future our third line will give us the capability of running
114mm to 219mm and 6mm gauge.”

In Elandsfontein MTP now have 110 000m² under roof as compared
to 68 000m² that they had at Lilianton. The total area for the
whole site is approximately 250 000m²

concept, the transition to an Express store will be seamless,
says MSCSA. The store will continue to hold the widest range
of steel and value-added products and remain focused on
partnering with customers to offer and provide solutions.
What makes Macsteel Express exceptional? It’s continued
customer centric and solutions-oriented approach to all
customer engagements says the company. It is open six days
a week with in-store expertise and promises to deliver steel
and steel-related hardware designed to meet the highest
standards for all commercial and residential construction
needs.
A key feature of the Macsteel Express franchises will be
the accessibility to the general public and small businesses.
The long process normally associated with pre-order, account
credibility, execution of the order through despatch and
delivery, all time-consuming components, will be cut to a
minimum when dealing with a Macsteel Express, depending
on size of order.
The Macsteel Express concept is currently being rolled out
countrywide and more have been opened since February.

conditions, Robor’s merger with MSCSA’s tube and pipe
business.. This Merger never materialised after the due
diligence were done. Shortly after Robor Liquidated and
Macsteel procured some of the Robor Assets.
The closure of Robor allowed MTP to acquire some of
Robor’s equipment that it used to manufacture longitudinally
welded steel tube and pipe. It included a OTO and Kusakabe
tube roller forming mill and a steel coil slitter. This equipment
is installed at what used to be Robor’s main manufacturing
facility and head office in Elandsfontein, Gauteng.

Macsteel Tube & Pipe moves to Elandsfontein
Macsteel Tube & Pipe (MTP), a business unit that is
owned and controlled by MSCSA, has been at the forefront
of MSCSA’s consolidation and reinvention strategy and
programme. MTP has for many years had its tubes and pipes
production facility located in Lilianton, Boksburg, Gauteng,
from which distribution also took place. This business unit
forms and welds steel strips to produce ERW steel tubes and
pipes. MTP also offers value-added services for the tube and
pipe products such as cut-to-length. MTP’s production of ERW
tube and pipes is limited to small bore products (≤ 219mm).
This includes structural steel tubes and conveyance
steel pipes. Structural steel tubes are typically used as a
construction element and form of support in built structures,
mining support systems, fencing, hi-tensile scaffolding and
furniture. Conveyance pipes are used for the transmission
of liquids, oils and gasses. These conveyance pipes find
application in household plumbing and heating solutions,
irrigation solutions and conveyance solutions in the mining
industry.
However, in 2020 it was decided to acquire some of the
manufacturing assets of Robor (Pty) Ltd, a company that
had been liquidated in 2019. Prior to the closing of Robor,
the South African Competition Tribunal had approved, with
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Consolidation of properties
This offered MSCSA the opportunity to further rationalise
and consolidate its sales, operational, procurement and
distribution centres. The result was that MSCSA decided
to lease the large Elandsfontein facility, move MTP’s
manufacturing and distribution services to Elandsfontein,
as well as move the Macsteel Roofing and Macsteel Pipes,
Fittings & Flanges (Harvey stays at Vulcania Brakpan) to the
same facility.
“Numerous properties have been closed and all services
have been consolidated at Macsteel Trading Germiston South
and Macsteel City Elandsfontein,” explained Willie van der
Colff, General Manager Operations of MSCSA.
“We have also been able to deploy better economies of
scale in that there are many different operations within the
various units that are now shared, thus eliminating excess and
duplication. Centralising departments such as procurement,
inventory and sales have created positive synergies that we
were not expecting.”
“We will have approximately 600 to 700 staff –
administrative, operational and warehousing – on site when
we are fully operational.”
“Distribution has seen a major shakeup as has our branch
office situation. For example, Kimberley has been combined
with Bloemfontein, Richards Bay and Port Shepstone have
been combined with Durban and George with Cape Town,
amongst others.”
“This gives us better control and a more streamlined
supply chain with better optimised inventory holdings and also
affords entrepreneurs to join our Macsteel Express franchisepartnering concept.”
MTP’s Elandsfontein capabilities
“In Elandsfontein we now have 110 000m² under roof as 

compared to 68 000m² that we had at Lilianton. The
total area for the whole site is approximately
250 000m².”
“The existing OTO mill that we purchased has
been serviced and commissioned and is now fully
functional and we will move one mill from Lilianton to
Elandsfontein.”
“At this site we will have the capabilities of
manufacturing tube from 21.3mm up to 60.3mm on
the one line, 60.3mm up to 168mm diameter and
6mm thickness on the other line and in the near
future our third line will give us the capability of
running 114mm to 219mm and 6mm gauge.”
“In essence we have the capabilities to cover the
whole spectrum of the popular sizes required in the
industry.”
“We have also acquired the Samco CNC cold form
open section mill through the liquidation and the new
mill together with our existing ASC CNC cold form open
section mill is already fully operational.” Part of the
Open Section roofing have also relocated. Five open
section mills, five corrugated mills and five IBR mills
are already operational at the Elandsfontein facility.”
“The automatic galvanising plant have also been
acquired through the liquidation process and plans are
ongoing to commission this plant in 2022.”
“Warehousing will in the future all be robotised and
distribution is being streamlined so that we operate at
the maximum efficiencies.”
“We do import material from Turkey and China
occasionally but the majority is locally supplied. This
includes the 2mm and 6mm hot rolled steel we get
from the Columbus mill in Middleburg, Mpumalanga in
recent times.”
“Commercial sustainability in tough economic
conditions remains one of the driving forces behind
Macsteel’s business transformation journey. For
example, in June 2020, MSCSA merged Macsteel
Trading Pipes, Fitting and Flanges into Macsteel Fluid
Control, which has since achieved the forecast growth
it set out to achieve. The merger required an extensive
change management programme which has yielded
great success. We continue the drive towards pursuing
reinvention and we are seeing the realisations that we
set out to achieve.”
“Every industry goes through reinvention cycles
that typically start with unfulfilled needs. Startups and
corporates turn to innovation to fill that gap, increasing
industry fragmentation. As the industry matures, the
need for efficiency and scale increases, pushing the
sector through consolidation but also forcing them to
reinvent themselves. In each stage in an industry's
life cycle, there are risks and rewards for investors. In
the early stages, the stakes are high but recognition
through hard work soon outweighs those risks.”
“Macsteel City, the name we fondly refer to the
Elandsfontein facility as, is the start of a reinvention
cycle for us. Our focus going forward is not only going
to be just on efficiencies. As a material supplier of
everything steel related it is important for us to drive
customer engagement to increase sales. We can only
do this by becoming customer centric and offering
them service levels way above anybody else - before,
during, and after a purchase,” concluded van der Colff.
For further details contact Macsteel Service
Centres SA on TEL: 011 871 0000 or visit
www.macsteel.co.za

Simmer Engineering invests in
CMM capabilities

An Aberlink Azimuth CNC CMM installed in purpose-built temperature controlled room.

Simmer Engineering have recently invested in an Aberlink Azimuth
CNC CMM that was installed in a purpose-built temperature
controlled room

G

auteng-based Simmer Engineering specialise in the
manufacture of precision components including covers,
shafts, shaft sleeves, lantern rings, stuffing boxes, seal
rings, glands, neck rings, impellers, expellers and other pump
components linked to the mining, rail and military industries in
a variety of materials. The company’s advanced manufacturing
facility in Roodekop is equipped with a range of cuttingedge technologies that help to deliver integrated precision
manufacturing solutions and a comprehensive supply chain
infrastructure.
Simmer Engineering utilises a wide range of advanced
CNC machine tools - a total of 20 are on the floor - to produce
fine-tolerance, quality-assured components. In addition to its
advanced machining provision, the company offers a further
comprehensive range of services including shotblasting,
painting, ceramic and stelite metal coating and fabrication.
The company’s strict Quality Management System has been
developed to encompass industry standards and a wide range
of approvals. To help ensure the manufacture of premium
quality components and to comply with the most stringent of
traceability standards, the company’s output is subject to a
variety of inspection and testing procedures.
In keeping with Simmer Engineering’s philosophy of
constantly upgrading their systems and adopting industry
leading manufacturing and inspection methodologies,
they recently decided to instigate a precise shop floor
CMM provision. Having evaluated several shop floor CMMs
against their demanding list of requirements, an impressive
demonstration of Aberlink’s Azimuth CNC CMM, together
with Aberlink’s excellent reputation, convinced them that the
Azimuth was the ideal machine for their needs.
“After investing heavily in enhancing our machining
capabilities, our Aberlink CNC CMM will allow our busy
inspection department to keep pace with increased throughput
and to inspect our high-accuracy parts to the required levels
of precision. Also, the Aberlink’s ability to generate in-depth
inspection reports and documentation will help us with our
traceability records,” commented John van der Merwe, CEO of
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Machines on the shop floor at Simmer Engineering include a Kao
Ming KMC-3000SV-H gantry milling machine

Simmer Engineering.
“Another factor is the easy-to-use Aberlink software and the
fact that there is no maintenance on the software, updates get
supplied as it is developed by the Aberlink Engineering team.
While you measure a part the program gets written as you go
along or you can also program the machine offline from another
computer.”
“The Azimuth CMM is Aberlink’s largest in their range of
CMM products and the bridge-type CMM supports the range
of Renishaw probe heads and scales. The machine has a bed
size of 3 000mm by 1 200mm and a component with a height
of 1 000mm and a weight of up to 1 500kg can be measured
as a standard but it can be upgraded to six tons if needed. If
you are measuring smaller components the fixtures allow you to
simultaneously measure up to 60 components with the same
repeatability.”
“The machine has been supplied by Caldeaz Manufacturing
Technologies.”
“Companies need advanced measurement solutions that
enable them to guarantee the reliability of key processes
such as validating the quality of manufactured parts and
obtaining data for analysis and critical decision making. Thus,
manufacturers usually employ quality control equipment
such as a Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) which is
high technological value equipment designed to calculate the
geometric characteristics of an object.”
Located in an environmentally controlled facility
“To accommodate our new CMM machine and follow
best practices we have purpose-built a 64m² room within the
building that houses most of our CNC machines. We have done
this so as to make it an enclosure with control systems that
meet a variety of environmental and cleanliness requirements
when measuring high-tolerance components.”
“Precise temperature control can be maintained with
cooling systems for lower temperature requirements and
humidity can be regulated. As can the dust.”
“We have also installed 0.5 ton crane and the height of the 

One of the more recent machine investments at Simmer Engineering
is the purchase of a Doosan Puma GT 1300 CNC lathe

room is 4.5 metres. The doors have also been constructed so
that a forklift can easily move through them. The proximity of
the room is also important so that we have minimal disruption.”
“We are now confident that our machines can machine
with positional accuracies of +/-0.5 micron, which enables
us to meet the requirements of clients with high-tolerance
components.”
“Other recent investments at Simmer Engineering include a
Kao Ming KMC-3000SV-H gantry milling machine and a Doosan
Puma GT 1300 CNC lathe.”
For further details contact Simmer Engineering on
TEL: 011 865 3403 or Caldeaz Manufacturing Technologies on
082 780 7305 or visit www.simmer.co.za or www.caldeaz.co.za

In addition to its advanced machining provision, the company offers
a further comprehensive range of services including shotblasting,
painting, ceramic and stelite metal coating and fabrication

Deep hole drilling of round bar

Material Preparation for More Effective CNC Machining and Fabrication
Round Bar Hollow Bar Alloy Steels Carbon Steels Plate

Tel: +27 (0)11 865 4939 e-mail: sales@specialsteels.co.za
Crocker Road, Wadeville, Gauteng
www.specialsteels.co.za
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Celebrating the life of
Jim (Hamish) Aikman

I

t is with deep regret and sadness
that we announce the passing of Jim
(Hamish) Aikman (71) in June 2021
due to COVID-19 related complications.
Jim was one of the well-known and
loveable characters of the tooling and
engineering supplies industry who you
struggled to understand because of his
strong Scottish accent. When asked why
had he not lost any of his accent after
living in South Africa for 46 years his
wry reply, indicating his great sense of
humour, was: “I have not found a better
one so I am keeping my Scottish one.”
James Kirkwood Aikman, also
known as Jim, Jimmy or Hamish was
born in Port Glasgow, on the River Clyde
on the west coast of Scotland on 30
August 1949.
Jim left school one day short of his
15th birthday in 1964. As there was
no shortage of work in those days, he
started work as an apprentice turner
the next day at John G Kincaid and
Sons in Greenock, a town which is
located in the Inverclyde council area in
Scotland and just west of Port Glasgow.
John G Kincaid and Sons, before its
closure many years later, was a major British marine engine
manufacturer.
Jim worked there until the decline in shipbuilding on
Clydeside when he took up a position with SKF Engineering
in far off South Africa. Jim and wife Isobel emigrated to
Johannesburg, South Africa in July 1975, where he resided for
the rest of his life.
In February 1976 Jim started as a sales engineer with
Sandvik, which according to Isobel was a job he really loved
and a place where he made plenty of wonderful friends, many
of whom remain family friends to this day. Jim worked at
Sandvik in the tooling division until 1984 when he resigned
and joined up with Benny Strauss at Tool Techniques. When
Benny retired in 1988 Jim decided to open his own business
and became a founding partner of Carbide
Industrial Products (CIP), with Willie Stuart.
The company was the sole importer of Widia
cutting tools at the time.
As Isobel said: “CIP became the second
love of his life after his family until his sad
passing on 3 June 2021. I just miss him so
much, he was such a BIG character, it feels
like a part of me is gone. Thank goodness
the family are close by, they are just the
best, well they would be, they had the best
Dad.”
In a tribute to Jim business partner and
friend Stan Sanetra said: “I started working
for Sandvik Coromant in April of 1981 and
Jim was the Distribution Manager at the
time. I was employed as a training officer
to run seminars and training sessions for
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customers.”
“I distinctly remember the occasion
where Jim and I became life-long
friends. While preparing for a seminar in
Apex Industrial, Benoni where Sandvik
had a factory to produce special tools, a
training room and machines for training
Jim arrived with another colleague
Donald Macdonald. Jim’s best friend
Irishman Roy Brown and I were working
on the presentation but we soon got
distracted with the arrival of the other
two. It was Friday morning - the day
after it snowed in Johannesburg for the
first time in many, many years - and we
decided to enjoy the warm comforts of
the Rex Hotel in Benoni for the rest of
the afternoon.”
“I was only 26-years-old at the
time and when I told him I was born of
Polish parents in Dunfermline, Scotland
he said he thought he could see the
tartan in my eyes. That was when I
was privileged to become an honorary
Scotsman and a member of the Aikman
Clan.”
“We continued to work together at
Sandvik before we became business
partners, besides being colleagues and friends. I spent lots
of time with Jim. Sometimes we worked weekends and nights
putting in stock for customers. It was during these times
that I found Jim to be the best technical person in his field
and customers had a great respect for him. He had a vast
engineering knowledge, a foundation that he built up while
working in the engineering workshops of the ship building
industry in Clyde, Scotland.”
“We also became family friends. My wife Donna could
not understand Jim’s strong Scottish accent for many years,
as did many others.” (I can vouch for that. I once sat on a
plane with Jim for 90 minutes after both of us attended EMO
in Hannover, Germany. By the time we got to London we had
not stopped talking, or should I say he had not, but I had not
understood a word he had said.)
“Jim was also a computer fundi. I think if
the people who knew Jim Aikman (Hamish)
could each write a chapter in a book about
the good times they spent with Hamish.. it
would be a bestseller!!!! I certainly have a
few stories..”
“We worked hard and played even harder.
We went on business trips overseas together
..... and went to Marloth Park with Isobel and
the kids - another story for another day. Jim
will always be in our thoughts and his spirit
will live on through his much loved children
and grandchildren.”
Many of Jim’s colleagues also became
his friends and all have nothing but praise to
say about him. A gentleman, always willing to
assist, very welcoming and very sociable are 

just a few phrases that refer to Jim’s character.
Gary Law, a fellow Director at CIP, had this to say: “I met
Jim in June 1992 when I joined CIP. He co-founded Carbide
Industrial Products in January 1988. Back then CIP was the
sole importer and distributor of Widia tooling in South Africa.”
“He later became a partner in Elben Precision Grinding
and was also one of the founding partners of Widatech.”
“He had a vast amount of technical knowledge and years
of experience, which earned him the respect of many very
loyal customers. Even the opposition had a lot of respect for
him. Jim was never afraid of work.”
“I do believe
that we were the
first in South
Africa to introduce
outsourced tool
and consumable
management and
we eventually
developed it to
a level where we
were charging
a flat fee, per
component
manufactured,
for tooling and
consumables.
However it was
quite high risk, so
we have gradually
reverted back to a
more conservative
tool distribution
strategy over the
last few years.”
“Despite
numerous
attempts to
convince him
to slow down
and consider
retiring, or even
semi-retiring,
he stubbornly
continued to come
to work every
single day right up
until the day he
fell ill.”
“For as
long as I can
remember Jim and
Johnny Helena
had a standing
arrangement to
meet at the pub
every Monday
afternoon for a
few drinks. They
really were great
friends. He was a
proud Scotsman.
He had a very big
heart and was
always friendly
and jovial. He was
one of the most

honest and dependable people I have ever known. And he
had a great sense of humour too.”
“He adored his wife Isobel - they had known each other
for 53 years and had been married for nearly 48 years. They
have two children, a son Mark and daughter Cherine and
three grandchildren.”
“He was a great man, we all miss him very much.”
Jim will be greatly missed by his family, his ex-colleagues
in South Africa, his long-standing friends and everyone who
knew him. RIP Jim.
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Matthew And Son Engineering
reach 40-year milestone

M

atthew And Son
As with any metal machining
Engineering may not sound
operation, Mayhew has seen plenty
as romantic as the famous
of projects come through the door
musician or the song - Matthew
both for general engineering and
and Son - that made Cat Stevens
production runs. The work has
a household name to those from
focused mainly on milling and
that era, but it does have the
turning operations and this still
same longevity as the song. The
forms the core of the business.
manufacturing and fabrication
The company CNC machines
engineering business recently
components for some large
celebrated its 40th anniversary as
corporates that are involved in the
a company after being established
mining, rail transport, automotive,
by Matthew Mayhew Snr in 1981.
water and paper industries.
Mayhew comes from a long
Currently Matthew And Son
lineage of Mayhew men involved
are investing in more multi-axis
in the metalworking engineering
machines in order to increase
industry. His father had been
capacity as they are experiencing
in the foundry and scrap metal
a higher demand for components,
business for many years and
turnaround times and tolerances.
grandfather Harry Mayhew had a
The company has purchased three
foundry that was located in Eloff
new CNC machines in the last
Street, Johannesburg. Mayhew
two years and has on order a new
is one of five brothers, all of
Doosan Lynx 2100 LSY II horizontal
them involved in engineering
turning machine with a sub-spindle
manufacturing or distribution of
and Y axis, which will join another
engineering products. Mayhew’s
Doosan Lynx 2100 LSX that the
son, who also goes by the name
company has just acquired.
of Matthew, joined the company
Keeping it in the family, Patricia
Matthew Mayhew senior and junior
in 2009 and is now managing the
Mayhew, who is the Financial
company.
Director has been with the
The early pictorial history of the company shows Mayhew,
company since inception in 1981.
like many others before him, operating from residential
premises, before moving to a factory environment. The
King Bull Industrial Supplies and Sales
company made its first move to rented premises as early as
A sister company is King Bull Industrial Supplies and
its first year of existence. The industrial area that Matthew
Sales, an importer and distributor of threading tools (taps
And Son moved to – Sebenza, Gauteng – is still the area it is
and forming taps) manufactured by German specialist
located in today. During this time there were only two moves
manufacturer Schumacher Precision Tools GmbH. It has
required because of expansion before settling in its own
developed and manufactured a range of soft jaws for use
factory that Matthew Snr had purchased and renovated in
on lathe chucks and a range of hand tap wrenches, South
2001.
African designed and manufactured. Both the soft jaws and
The factory has recently undergone improvements, major
the hand tap wrenches are manufactured by Matthew And
renovations and alterations to modernise the facility, improve
Son Engineering.
workflow, allow for expansion and to increase floor space for
For further details contact Matthew And Son on
new CNC equipment.
TEL: 011 609 5603 or visit www.matthewandson.net
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Hi-Tech Machine Tools partners

with cutting tool manufacturer Fraisa SA

F

raisa SA, a cutting
to one where we can
tool manufacturer
offer the complementing
specialising in
products that make
milling tools, drills, taps
you stand out in your
and indexable inserts
machining operations.”
has appointed Hi-Tech
“All the international
Machine Tools to market
manufacturers that we
the company’s products
now represent are the
in South Africa.
leaders in their particular
“We are proud to
aspect of the market.
announce that we have
They also cooperate
been appointed as
and work with each
agents to represent this
other in advancing the
high-end manufacturer
technology for their
of quality tooling. Tools
particular product. This is
and cutters are a
why we are proud to be
significant aspect in the
associated with Fraisa SA
machining world. They
and market their products
say that a cutting tool
in South Africa.”
Fraisa milling tools
only makes up about
Fraisa SA is a familythree to four per cent of the
owned business that offers
overall cost of a component but without them very little would
its customers a complete range of endmills, drills and taps.
be manufactured efficiently and accurately. Often you will see
The toolmaker provides a full customer service offering with
a CNC machine standing idle because procurement has not
logistics, specials, regrinding and recycling of tools. With its
stocked up on tooling and cutters or the wrong one has been
headquarters in Bellach, Switzerland, Fraisa has a strong
ordered,” said Peter Killian, MD of Hi-Tech Machine
position in Europe and entered the US and Chinese
Tools.
markets in the last 10 years.
“Automation and productivity have always been
The company offers a wide range of tools such as
the most significant attributes of CNC equipment,
the NX face-finishing milling cutter, high-feed cutting
and they were the primary selling points in the early
in hardened steels with XFeed-H and the AX highdays. It was multi-axis interpolation, or the ability
performance milling cutters, amongst others.
to drive a cutting tool through curves and angles,
The Swiss family company produces cutting tools for
that became the foundation of the next series of
metal cutting processes throughout the global market.
technological advances.”
Founded in 1934, the company currently employs
“Advancements in CNC programming have
more than 500 people and is one of the leading
significantly improved productivity and made the
manufacturers in this industry.
creation of complex geometries easy. These changes
Fraisa Holding AG is the parent company of the
in CNC technology profoundly impacted the way that
operating Fraisa companies in Switzerland and abroad.
cutting tools were manufactured and how tool and
Besides Switzerland the company has production sites
cutter grinding was performed.”
in Germany, France, Italy, Hungary, the US and China.
“With their advanced programming techniques,
“Advancements in CNC machines and programming
CNC tool and cutter grinders revolutionised cutting
have altered the way that manufacturers make and use
tool manufacturing. The ability to control multiple
cutting tools. Engineers and toolmakers are focused
axes and programme complex grinding paths
on chip formation theory, and grinding machine
permitted tool designers to create cutting tool
dynamics are no longer the limiting factor in cutting tool
geometries that have challenged milling and turning
design. The next wave of advances likely will involve
machine tool builders to keep up.”
cutting tool materials and the abrasive tools used to
“Advanced endmills are the best example. Over
manufacture them. We can still look forward to many
the past few years, there has been an arms race in
exciting developments in all aspects of machining
the cutting tool industry, with toolmakers offering
and metal removal. We want to be at the forefront of
things like variable pitch geometry and variable helix
these advancements and this is why we have set up
geometry. These advances would have been close to
partnerships with the leading Japanese and European
impossible without modern grinding equipment.”
manufacturers.”
“However, like your CNC equipment and the many
“Hi-Tech Machine Tools represents Mazak CNC
other products and systems involved in shaping or
equipment, Albrecht precision chucks, hyperMILL
forming a piece of metal, in tooling you also get the
software, Blaser Swisslube cutting and grinding fluids
cheap and nasty or you pay a little extra and you
and 5th Axis workholding fixtures.”
get quality. We have carefully planned the transition
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools
from just being a company that just sells
on TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit
A Fraisa MulticutXF finishing tool
the quality Mazak CNC machine tool brand
www.hitech.co.za
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Retrofitting and modernising an
ACME vertical boring and
turning machine

MTP takes old iron and improves performance, adds new capabilities and machining flexibility.

M

ention the name Dorbyl Heavy Engineering and you
immediately think of what used to be one of South
Africa’s largest engineering companies that made
use of quality machine tools, imported mainly from European
manufacturers. Most of these machine tools were large
and could accommodate ultra-heavy components used in
the rail, mining, energy, defence, marine, metallurgical and
general engineering industries. The company, which was
established in 1946 (some associated companies were
established earlier than this date), comprised three major
works in the Vereeniging, Gauteng area, besides others
based around South Africa. These included the Broderick
section, where mechanical engineering was carried out, the
Duncanville works, which
was one of the largest
fabrication plants in
South Africa handling
major construction work,
and the Vanderbijlpark
works that carried out
integrated jobbing
contracts and specialised
foundry work.
The company had
a name change to DCD
Dorbyl in 2002 and
subsequent restructuring
and divestments have
resulted in the closure
of what was one of
South Africa’s major
engineering groups.
Old iron, new capabilities
“The outcome of DCD Dorbyl’s difficulties is that
occasionally the large metal removal and shaping machines
that were part of the company’s three works become available
to buy or we get a request to upgrade and retrofit one of
these machines that simply don’t break. We can convert old
iron into a modern CNC machine at a fraction of the cost of a
new machine, especially in this area of machine tools,” said
Bart Pieterse, MD of Machine Tool Promotions (MTP).
“Our rebuilding division can completely modernise your
machine tools, including the mechanical and geometric
rebuilding of your machines and the retrofitting of new
Siemens, Fanuc, NUM or Heidenhain CNC systems. Our
machining division provides specialised machining services
and our fabrication division can provide bed and column
extensions for your machine tools.”
“Our latest project is the acquisition and retrofit of
an ACME vertical boring and turning machine that was
manufacture in Italy. The machine was used in DCD Dorbyl’s
Broderick Works for many years.”
“We have now modernised the machine and installed it

on a heavy-duty foundation in our heavy bay. The machine
has been retrofitted with a new Fanuc twin-path CNC system
to control both the turning and milling rams of the machine.
The milling ram is equipped with a live spindle and the table
features a C-axis for accurate rotational positioning and
interpolating.”
Turning and vertical milling
“The machine specifications include a table diameter
of 4 500mm, a maximum turning diameter of 5 600mm, a
maximum component height under bridge of 4 560mm, a
maximum component height under the tool of 4 250mm,
a vertical stroke of the turning ram of 2 250mm, a vertical
stroke of the milling
ram of 1 500mm, a
bridge elevation (w-axis)
of 3 500 mm, a table
motor power of 75kW, a
maximum table speed of
40rpm, a milling spindle
speed range of 1 to 1
200rpm and a table load
of 60 tons.”
“This is a special
machine and now that
we have completely
retrofitted the machine
it will give a company a
distinct advantage. Being
able to CNC machine
60 tons of metal is not
a capability everyone
has. Additionally, the machine has turning and vertical milling
as standard but we have added the live spindle and C-axis
features.”
“The machine comes from an era when CNC had
not taken off. New control interfaces and programming
capabilities can make old equipment feel new again, but
taking full advantage of modern CNC technology usually
requires a more substantial retrofit. In fact, simply swapping
an outdated or non-functioning CNC for a new model isn’t
even an option in some cases. The individual elements of
modern motion control systems are too closely integrated
to consider any one component in isolation. Drive systems
simply wouldn’t be compatible on any modern control, for
that matter. Beyond that, manufacturers concerned only with
getting a machine up and running again might miss out on
opportunities for more dramatic improvements.”
“Large, complex equipment is too important to scrap
and too expensive to replace outright. Our primary goals for
retrofitting include improving not only performance, but also
machining flexibility.”
For further details contact Machine Tool Promotions on
TEL: 016 931 1564 or visit www.mtpsa.co.za
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Special Steels is more than
just a buy-cut-sell enterprise
Takes care of your material preparation before CNC machining.

F

times, minimising
or a busy
material wastage and
manufacturer
offering consistent
there can be fewer
dimensional
harder challenges to
tolerances for highproductivity in your
volume production.
machine shop than
These processes
cutting to length hollow
would ultimately free
bar or tube in carbon
up valuable time on
steels, alloy steels or
our clients high-end
chrome, particularly
machinery and allow
when you do not have
them to perform
the equipment to do
the more complex
so. The costs and the
machining operations
possibility of scrap are
that would add value
high.
to their manufacturing
Special Steels was
One of the most time-consuming operations in a machining or fabrication shop is
capabilities.”
established just under
material preparation. The most recent machine that Special Steels have acquired is a
Hirscheider V9-400 CNC end machining lathe. They can now do facing, centring and
“We decided to
20 years ago in 2002
chuck preparation of round bar from 20mm to 375mm diameter
develop and invest
by William Ferguson
in the tailor-made
and Owen Philpott
solutions and this has now resulted in Special Steels offering
as a specialist cut-to-length company with an emphasis on
CNC machining services such as normal and deep-hole
imported bar and tube. The company was subsequently
drilling, facing and centring, normal and robotic welding,
restructured and Fergusson became the sole owner.
tapping and bevelling as well as hardness testing, ultrasonic
Ferguson’s untimely passing in 2007 saw his son Byron hit
testing, heat treatment, lab services and logistics.”
the road running with the speciality steels business, focussing
“This is over and above the bandsaw, laser, plasma and
in on service and speed of delivery so that he could stand out
oxyfuel cutting services that are necessary in our business.”
amongst the rest.
“We are not wanting to be a manufacturing or fabrication
“With a banking and investing background and working
setup so there is not much in terms of added on value that
experience my technical knowledge about the metal industry
we can derive from the components and products that our
was very limited. I soon realised that, although time and
customers offer.”
service are an important aspect of the manufacturing industry
“The days of opening a traditional service centre and
and contribute to the profits, if you could add more valuemaking a good living by using the conventional business
added and niche operations to your existing setup without
model are long gone. 30 years ago it wasn’t too difficult to buy
competing against your customers, it would be beneficial to
large shipments of steel at mill prices, break
both parties,” explained Ferguson.
the bands, and sell small quantities to local
“We had already introduced carbon
manufacturers at slightly marked-up prices,
steels, alloy steels, hydraulic tubing and
making a little profit on each transaction.”
chrome plated steel bars to our product
range. All our product has always been
Material preparation for more effective
imported from international mills. There are
CNC machining
specifically two areas of the business. One
“One of the most time-consuming
is for more competitively priced product
operations in a machining or fabrication
that comes in from China and Eastern
shop is material preparation. Programming
Europe and the other is for product that is
rough machining operations for efficient
of a higher quality and specification. These
removal of material is crucial when
products are imported from Europe, Japan
preparing a workpiece for finished
and the Ukraine. But all product is supplied
machining or fabrication. Ultimately it can
to DIN standards,” said Ferguson.
lead to large losses of material especially
“However, with our philosophy to
if the material has to be scrapped because
transcend the essential ‘buy-cut-sell’
of incompetency. Additionally, these more
process, offered by many, we decided to
The Hirscheider V9-400 CNC end
mundane and less cost-effective operations
rather explore the possibility of offering
machining lathe has 4 000mm between
occupy expensive equipment that should
value-added services and minimising
centres, XY travels of 230mm by 230mm rather be performing the tasks that require
downtime over and above the required
and the machine does have the capacity micron precision,” explained Ferguson.
cut-to-size requirements. These benefits
of machining a round bar up to 25 tons
“Rough machining is generally an
include machining preparation work to be
although on average the largest that is
aggressive
cutting action and can require 
done on the steel, reducing machine setup
machined is 4 tons
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longer cycle times with far
manufacturer Hirscheider
greater tip wear. This all
to suite our needs. Sourced
soaks up costly machine
in Sweden the machine
and operator time.
has been retrofitted and
Preparing the workpiece for
extended from 2 000mm
machining ensures efficient
between centres to 4
usage of a clients most
000mm between centres.
valuable assets, thereby
The XY travels are 230mm
optimising the return on
by 230mm and even though
those assets.”
the round bar we generally
“There is also the
machine will only be up
possibility that customers
to four tons the machine
don’t have the required size
does have the capacity of
of machinery to perform
machining a round bar up
these tasks. Then they
to 25 tons.”
would have to outsource.
So why not outsource to the
Drill and tap
Chuck preparation, neck turning, facing and centring are processes that
company that already has
“Additionally, the
Special Steels are offering clients as well as deep-hole drilling, normal and machine has the ability to
your material because they
have purchased it from them robotic welding, drilling, tapping and bevelling as well as laser cutting and drill and tap thread sizes of
oxyfuel cutting
and are cutting-it-to-size for
M12, M16, M20, M24 and
them.”
M30.”
“We have been investing in equipment that will perform
“With this investment and previous investments in
these material preparation tasks for our customers.”
equipment that perform deep-hole drilling, normal and robotic
welding, drilling, tapping and bevelling as well as laser cutting
Hirscheider – CNC facing, centring and chuck preparation
and oxyfuel cutting we have made sure that we can eliminate
of round bar up to 4 000mm
material preparation to simplify processes so that operators
“The most recent machine that we have acquired is a
can load, lock and go.”
Hirscheider V9-400 CNC end machining lathe. We can now
“Benefits include reduced setup time, better inventory
do facing, centring and chuck preparation of round bar from
management and fewer bottlenecks,” concluded Ferguson.
20mm to 375mm diameter.”
For further details contact Special Steels on
“The machine has been specially modified by the German
TEL: 011 865 4939 or visit www.specialsteels.co.za
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Denel restructuring plan:

Contracts with SANDF under threat

D

enel has over a dozen
Denel have the potential
product and support
impact of compromising South
contracts with the South
Africa’s national security;
African National Defence Force
collapsing the entire defence
(SANDF) but these are under
industry irretrievably; and
threat from the group’s liquidity
exposing South Africa to
and other challenges, although
a mass exodus of skilled
Denel is confident its new
personnel; as well as losing
turnaround strategy can put
critical defence capabilities,
the state-owned conglomerate
including sovereign and
back on the right path, says
strategic capabilities.
DefenceWeb.
He said Denel’s current
Briefing the Portfolio
state is “not a rosy picture,”
Committee on Public
with the company running at
Enterprises and Select
a loss and unable to meet
Committee on Public
operational requirements.
On the landward side, Project Muhali is for the obsolescence
Enterprises on Denel’s
Denel owes employees
upgrade of 15 of the SA Army’s G6 self-propelled howitzers.
This upgrade is languishing at Denel
turnaround and financial
more than R600 million and
challenges on Wednesday
suppliers R900 million. The
morning, Acting Group CEO William Hlakoane revealed that
group has a negative cash flow of around R600 million.
Denel has multiple contracts with the SANDF.
“If we do not do anything in the industry and don’t assist
On the landward side, Project Muhali is for the
Denel to operate efficiently, we will become a technology taker
obsolescence upgrade of 15 of the SA Army’s G6 self-propelled
and adopt technology developed by other countries,” Hlakoane
howitzers. Although due for completion in June 2021, Muhali
warned, meaning South Africa will have to import technology at
has been delayed until 2023.
high cost and be unable to compete on the global market. “The
Project Topstar covers a gun laying and navigation system
nonexistence of Denel will collapse the entire industry,”
for the South African Army’s G5 and G6 artillery systems
he said.
and 127mm multiple rocket launchers (MRLs). The system
will provide laying, navigation, orientation and fixation
Turnaround plan
functionalities and is in the ‘production and transition phase’.
Efforts are underway to try and rescue Denel, with an
Denel Land Systems’ biggest project is Hoefyster, to supply
intergovernmental team working to come up with financial
Badger infantry combat vehicles to the South Africa Army. The
support for Denel and to ensure there is a pipeline of work that
R1.2 billion first phase is ongoing to December 2022 while the
is directed towards the company. “The Department of Defence
R8.4 billion second phase is ongoing to March 2029. Denel is
and Treasury have joined us in that effort. The first hurdle has
to produce 244 Badgers in five main variants.
been to ensure government guaranteed debt is taken care of
Other Denel Land Systems contracts include various
and we get the capital required to restructure Denel,” Hlakoane
product support contracts for legacy products, including spares
said.
for vehicles, and Samil 100 truck maintenance and upgrades.
The new turnaround plan that Denel is implementing should
Under Project Biro, Denel Land Systems is supplying three
help reposition the company and Hlakoane said he is confident
GI2 cannons for the SA Navy’s three new inshore patrol vessels.
it will help Denel become self-sufficient and not dependent on
Project Sable is for ground-based air defence system
the public purse for support.
(GBADS) support for two years while Project Fellowship (also
The new operating model will hold divisions to account and
with Denel Dynamics) is for the design and development of a
assist with delays and cost overruns. Other turnaround efforts
mobile air defence system (MoBADS).
include exiting division Denel Gear Ratio as it is unsustainable;
Other Denel Dynamics projects include supporting the SA
evaluating the best use of property; and exiting joint ventures
Navy’s Umkhonto surface-to-air missile systems; developing
including Hensoldt Optronics, Barij Dynamics and Rheinmetall
a low-cost target drone demonstrator (Project Loki); Seeker
Denel Munition to address immediate liquidity issues. Denel
400 unmanned aerial vehicle support; A-Darter air-to-air
will also partner with local entities like the Council for Scientific
missile industrialisation and production (Project Kamas); and
and Industrial Research.
developing an all-weather air defence missile demonstrator
A key tenet of the turnaround strategy is the diversification
(Glow II).
of capabilities into other industries, including the automotive,
On the aviation side, Denel Aeronautics is supporting a
rail, maritime, mining, construction, energy generation and
number of South African Air Force (SAAF) aircraft, including Oryx
rapid prototype and industrialisation sectors. Denel’s integrated
and Rooivalk helicopters. These support contracts are worth a
systems, UAVs and other capabilities will be adapted to
combined R2.2 billion over three years.
employ military bred capabilities towards a more commercial
C-130 Hercules support is worth R350 million over three
and competitive environment in the national security domain
years while Hawk jet trainer ground support and test equipment
outside of the SANDF, the company said.
support over three years is worth R18 million.
Denel is working with Armscor on commercialising
In his presentation, Hlakoane, citing the National Defence
intellectual property (IP), namely its data packs and is
Industry Council, warned that the liquidity challenges facing
currently auditing this with Armscor.
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Enclosures and DB board
manufacturer turns to robotic
press brake handling

W

hen it comes to bending sheet metal to precise angles
and dimensions, there is no better suited machine
than the press brake. As one of the many principle
pieces of equipment in the metal industry, the press brake
helps deliver custom parts to a range of industries including
aviation, automotive, agricultural, energy and transportation.
Press brakes abound. Virtually every fabricator has one,
and many underutilise them or operate them inefficiently.
Bending technology has advanced to promote quality
improvements, but press brakes still remain one of the most
labour-intensive machine tools.
In the face of global competition, fabricators are looking for
new ways to lower per-piece costs. So what about automation?
Robot automation can be an attractive option because of
the well-known efficiency improvements realised in other
metalworking and industrial applications where robots replaced
manual operations. Conventionally, most press brakes are
operated via programmable system inputs and cut-to-size
blanks are still aligned and placed manually before bending.
From small parts to large, unwieldy sheets of metal robots
are ideal for press tending applications. By utilising various
gripper options and flexible regrip/orientation stations, difficult
positioning is easily achievable during
the bending sequence. Various parts are
accommodated with an automatic tool
change unit which allows the robot to
select the correct gripper for the work
piece. Depending on requirements,
infeed magazines, outfeed pallets,
conveyors and other peripherals can be
fully integrated for a complete automated
press brake solution.
Specialist machinery supplier Metal
Chip Machinery and the South African
operation of Yaskawa collaborated
when a client manufacturing DB boards,
electronic enclosures and boxes approached them to provide a
solution for his business. Robot press brake tending is not new
to South Africa and there are some local examples. However,
the uptake has been slow even though there are enormous
benefits that can be achieved.
The robot and press brake integration was first established
between Coastone, the Finnish press brake manufacturer and
represented locally by Metal Chip Machinery, and Yaskawa
Finland five years ago.
“When we had an enquiry for a press brake bending and
robot setup, it was a natural progression for us to talk to each
other. There is an existing interface between the Coastone
press brake and the Yaskawa robot, which made offering a
local integration solution a lot easier,” said Malcom Moriarty of
Metal Chip Machinery.
“The opportunity to supply a customer in South Africa with
a robot tending press brake solution arose when an existing
client requested a solution to speed up their manufacturing
process. The task was to create a solution for the company that
uses press brakes to manufacture his electrical boxes that are
designed for domestic, factory and industrial use,” he explained
“The reason we approached Yaskawa was because of the
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existing relationship in
Finland. The customer
wanted to move away
manual process to one of automation with a robot so as to
achieve higher volumes of production.”
Automation is synonymous with providing cost-effective
solutions to customers and the press brake integrated with a
robot aims to do just that. The opportunity for local fabricators
to rise above international competition is to automate.
“The majority of electrical boxes that are sold in South
Africa are very often produced in countries like China, so to
remain price competitive, the cost per unit has to be reduced.”
For all the benefits that robots and automation bring to
the table, the most common follow up questions tend to be
about maintenance. When it comes to maintenance, very little
is needed on the robot for at least the first seven to eight years,
other than just the standard services, robot manufacturers say.
On the press brake side, Moriarty has experienced
machines in perfect working order that have outlived his entire
career so far and says that newer technologies are “essentially
maintenance free as these are fully electric press brakes that
use no hydraulic oils, eliminating the need for filter changes.
They are operator friendly and easy to
use.”
“Robots and press brakes may offer
higher productivity and better profitability,
much of which is achieved by running
the press brake lights-out at top speed.
In some cases, a robot and press brake
combination can reduce per-piece costs by
almost half. Still a robot and press brake
combination is not for every application.
With constant pressure to extract time
and money from every process, many
companies have few resources available
to research all possibilities. They tend to
focus on the attractive per-piece cost without exploring other
creative solutions.”
“What has changed dramatically over time is that the
software and controls. The design of the structure of a press
brake has also improved dramatically.”
Moriarty notes that the Yaskawa robot integrated press
brake will be this client’s second press brake, building on
their operational efficiency even further following their initial
investment. “The first one already doubled their production in
manual mode.”
“The robot is fitted with a vacuum gripper device with
suction cups that pick up the various blanks of sheet metal
and presents them to the press brake for bending. The gripper
is designed to easily handle the material despite the blank’s
change in shape.”
Before product delivery, Yaskawa provides all customers
with training for the robot operators. This is followed by a
collaborative process whereby both the press brake and robot
are programmed and calibrated to suite the application.
For more information contact Metal Chip Machinery on
TEL: 011 476 7509 or 072 834 3164 or visit
www.metalchipmachinery.co.za

B&R Metrology signs exclusive

distributors agreement with Scantech

B

&R Metrology has
announced that
it has signed an
exclusive distribution
agreement with
Scantech Ltd. Under
this agreement, B&R
Metrology will be an
exclusive authorised
sales, distribution and
training centre for the
Scantech product lines.
“Scantech has one of
the most innovative 3D
scanning technologies in
the industry and we are
proud to be the exclusive
distributors and training centre for Scantech in South Africa.
Scantech has specialised in the development, manufacture and
sale of intelligent visual inspection equipment and provides
professional 3D digital solutions for various industries.”
“Their R&D team have developed a series of 3D digital
equipment with self-owned intellectual property rights such as
handheld laser 3D scanners, composite 3D scanners, global
3D scanners, colour 3D scanners, tracking 3D scanners and
global photogrammetry systems,” said Bryn Labuschagne,
Sales Director of B&R Metrology.
“The company’s Prince series, which is capable of capturing
extreme details and the AXE series with its high volumetric
accuracy are global innovations and have gained great
attention and recognition in the 3D digital field.”
3D digital expert solution
“Scantech is one of the earliest high-tech companies
that started to research and develop handheld 3D visual
measurement devices across the world. Leveraging its profound
technological prowess, Scantech has established strategic
partnerships with a number of world-class companies and
reached cooperation for joint R&D centres and co-development
plans with multiple optical metrology companies in Europe.”
“The talent pool in the company enables them to develop
a series of proprietary 3D digital measurement systems. Their
product line stretches from metrology-grade online and offline
equipment and consumer-grade colour 3D scanners, which are
widely applied in areas of aerospace, automotive, rail transport,
mechanical manufacturing, medical care and rehabilitation,
digital arts for TV and film, education and research, cultural
heritage protection, 3D printing
and VR/AR.”
“Scantech products are
sold to more than 50 countries
and regions. The presence
of their distributors and
international sales and technical
support teams has been
expanded all across the globe,
providing industrial frontier
3D measurement solutions
for prominent enterprises
and research institutions like
Boeing, NASA, COMAC, BMW,
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Volkswagen, GM, Apple,
Siemens, JCB and Sany.”
The Scantech 3D
solution
“An example of the
advanced solution their
products offer is the
versatile 3D scanner that
gives you simultaneously
the functions of a normal
handheld 3D scanner
and a photogrammetry
system.”
“The Scantech KSCAN
is a 3D scanner that is a
professional metrologygrade 3D scanner that satisfies a wide range of scanning
applications, and delivers on its extraordinary capabilities
compared with normal handheld 3D scanners.”
“The KSCAN 3D scanner performs precise large-scale
measuring without the help of other measuring devices,
reaching an accuracy of 0.020mm and volumetric accuracy
of 0.035mm/m. This versatile 3D scanner greatly streamlines
operation procedures and effectively tackles the difficulties for
automotive manufacturers, for example.”
“The KSCAN 3D scanner can be applied for reverse
engineering, 3D printing, product development, 3D
visualisation, numerical simulation and other metrology
applications.”
B&R Metrology Solutions has more than 23 years of
experience in CNC manufacturing and in particular in the field
of validation, verification of predefined standards, traceability,
accuracy, reliability and precision, which are all elements of
metrology and defined as the scientific study of measurement
that establishes a common understanding of units that are
crucial in linking human activities.
B&R Metrology Solutions have provided a means
of accountability and certainty in the production and
manufacturing industry, specialising in coordinate measuring
machines, portable inspection, portable scanning, reverse
engineering and inspection. Representing premium
brands such as Renishaw, Nikon, LK Metrology, Polyworks,
Inspecvision, Starrett, Mahr and Metronoor B&R Metrology
Solutions is able to supply product virtually across the entire
spectrum.
Earlier this year the company further enhanced its
complementary product portfolio
with the signing of an agency
agreement with the Polish
manufacturer of industrial
3D printers VSHAPER. This
product portfolio has now been
increased with the addition
of Scantech 3D measuring
products.
For further details contact
B&R Metrology Solutions on
TEL: 082 852 6371 or
072 392 4934 or visit
www.brmetrology.co.za

Twiga unveils new armoured
personnel carrier

A

fter creating
the Mambabased Nyoka
armoured personnel
carrier (APC) and
82mm Mortar and
R107 Rocket Weapon
Platforms (WPs),
Twiga Services
and Logistics has
launched the larger
Nyati APC, which is
now in production.
Twiga says the
Nyati is a wellprotected 4x4 that
uses modern main
components while
keeping unit costs
low. It is mineand ballisticallyprotected, with
standard NATO
STANAG Level 2
ballistic protection
up to 7.62mm x 39mm armour piercing rounds; Level 4B
blast protection protects up to 10kg mines under the centre
of the vehicle. The vehicle is suitable for a wide range of

military, security,
peacekeeping and
policing operations.
Production is
underway under a
technology transfer
agreement for a
launch customer
in Africa. Twiga
said the customer
is developing
its indigenous
defence industry
capability and local
manufacture of the
Nyati APC is part of
this process.
Twiga began
development of
the vehicle at the
end of 2018, partly
as an in-house
project to meet the
requirements of a
modern 4×4 infantry
fighting vehicle (IFV) using South African battle experience,
and partly for a potential export customer, according to
Damian de Lange, CEO of Twiga.

NewCo acquires Consolidated Steel
Industries Proprietary Limited (CSI)

T

he Competition Commission has conditionally approved
the proposed merger whereby NewCo intends to acquire
CSI.
NewCo is a private company and is wholly owned by
Rockwood Private Equity Proprietary Limited (Rockwood).
The shares in Rockwood are held by four individuals. Neither
NewCo nor Rockwood have any shareholding by historically
disadvantaged persons (HDIs), nor do they have other BEE
credentials.
NewCo was incorporated as a special purpose vehicle to
acquire the Global Roofing Solutions Division. Accordingly,
NewCo does not provide any products or render any services.
The business of Rockwood is to manage and advise private
equity investment funds.
The shares in CSI are held by Tiso Blackstar Holdings SE
(100%), which is in turn wholly owned by Tiso Blackstar Group
SE. CSI comprises two divisions, being the GRS Division and
the Stalcor Division. Of relevance to the proposed transaction
is the GRS Division.
CSI controls the following firms: Global Roofing Solutions
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Zambia Limited, GRS Botswana and Country Roofing Namibia.
The GRS Division is principally a manufacturing business
servicing the metal roofing and roofing accessories market
in South Africa. The primary products of the GRS Division
include steel roofing profiles and roofing accessories
(clips), steel, decking profiles and roof sheeting products.
The Commission found that the proposed transaction is
unlikely to result in a substantial prevention or lessening of
competition in any relevant markets.
Regarding public interest, the Commission found that
the proposed transaction is likely to result in a reduction in
ownership by historically disadvantaged persons and that the
merger may raise employment concerns.
After positive engagement with the merger parties,
the acquiring firm agreed to a condition that it introduces
a B-BBEE shareholding in the merged entity within a
certain period. To alleviate any employment concerns, the
merging parties agreed to afford retrenched employees
the opportunity to be considered for re-employment when
opportunities arise within the merged entity.

Automotive vehicle production more

than doubles, but exports not keeping up

T

he automotive industry is facing supply chain challenges
due to disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic,
as well as “fragile” consumer confidence affecting
passenger car and bakkie sales.
Automotive business council Naamsa recently issued the
second-quarter review of business conditions for the motor
vehicle manufacturing industry.
It showed that the new vehicle market has recorded a
recovery in its performance levels in the first half of 2021,
up 40.1% from the same period in 2020 when the COVID19 pandemic hit, along with its associated hard lockdown
restrictions which were in place for five weeks. However,
performance is still 11.7% below that recorded in the first half
of 2019, before the pandemic. This shows a full recovery will
be “protracted” until 2023, Naamsa said.
Among the challenges affecting the industry during the
quarter include electricity supply disruptions, port delays,
global supply chain disruptions, increasing logistical costs and
the slow rollout of vaccines, said Naamsa.
In the latter part of the quarter, adjusted level 4 lockdown
restrictions were implemented - which threatened to dent
business and consumer confidence as well as consumption
levels. Unrest in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal, which affected
ports, took place in late July, but the impact on the vehicle
industry is not accounted for in the second-quarter review.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been the “biggest deterrent”
to growth for the industry, both domestically and globally,
Naamsa noted. In 2020, global vehicle production slumped
15.8%. Manufacturers have produced fewer vehicles in 2020
than in 2019, the latter of which was already a tough year
with global production having declined 5.2%.
South Africa’s share of global production declined from
0.69% in 2019 to 0.58% in 2020. Vehicle production declined
about 29% between 2019 and 2020. But the second quarter
data for 2021 shows that vehicle production more than

doubled (173%) compared to the second quarter of 2020.
This rebound is linked to a recovery in global economic
activity in 2021. A boost in export volumes, due to increased
demand in Europe, is filtering through to the domestic
automotive industry, according to Naamsa. “However,
although being 66% ahead of the corresponding period in
2020, vehicle exports for the first half 2021 remain 0.9%
below the level of the first half 2019,” the report read.
New car sales increased 153% compared to the
second quarter of 2020. However, there has been “weaker
performance” in new passenger cars and bakkies during
the second quarter of 2021, compared to the first quarter
of the year. This is a signal of “ongoing fragile” consumer
confidence.
There has, however, been an increase in medium and
heavy commercial vehicle sales related to the increase in
economic activity and the rebound in the economy.
Stock shortages
The association flagged as a concern stock shortages,
particularly that of semi-conductors, affecting the industry
globally. A shortage of semiconductors, mainly used in
modern vehicles for electronics such as safety features,
driving aids and entertainment systems could negatively
impact worldwide production by 74.8 million, The Economist
reported.
COVID-19 disruptions, mainly vessel and container
shortages, have pushed up ocean freight rates and are
negatively affecting the supply of imported components,
Naamsa said. Local steel shortages are also resulting in price
increases.
However, despite the challenges, CEOs of vehicle
manufacturing firms expect that general automotive business
conditions will improve over the next six months, Naamsa
said.

South Africa’s trade surplus
swells to R57 billion thanks to
commodities boom

J

une’s trade surplus expanded to R57 billion from about
R54 billion recorded in May, data from the South African
Revenue Service (SARS) show. The trade balance exceeds
market expectations, with the Bureau of Economic Research’s
consensus for a surplus of R55 billion, while Investec expected
a surplus of R48.6 billion.
For the year-to-date, the trade balance surplus is R255.5
billion, compared to R56.7 billion recorded over the same
period last year.
Exports managed to increase 2% between May and June,
to R166.5 billion, while imports decreased slightly to R108.8
billion.
For the year-to-date, exports have increased 51% for
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the year-to-date to R895.7 billion. By comparison imports
increased 19.3% to R640 billion.
In a note ahead of the data being released, Investec
economist Kamilla Kaplan highlighted that export
performance would likely be supported by elevated
commodity prices, and the expansion of international trade
flows. SARS’s data show that exports were mainly driven by
precious metals and stones, followed by vehicle and transport
equipment, although the value of the latter was much lower
than that recorded in May.
On the flip side, subdued domestic consumption and
investment activity have “curtailed” imports of consumption
and capital goods, Kaplan said.
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Microns matter –

generations of hard work pay off for
Progress Precision Engineering
Installs first DMG MORI M1 vertical milling center in South Africa.

Components being machined on a Bridgeport-type milling machine
with an Acu-Rite MillPWR 3-axis CNC control

A Tontec vertical machining center

C

urrently based in Montague
Gardens, Cape Town, precision,
reliability and quality are key
to the visions and values upheld by
Progress Precision Engineering. The
family-owned business can trace its
metalworking routes back to before the
Second World War where managing
owner Reinhard Retter’s grandfather
Kurt worked as a metalworker in
Poland. His expertise was such that he
was not actually sent to war but instead
was used to weld and repair fuel tanks
that were used for transport along the
railways during the war. He was very
well-known at the time and such was his
skillset that he was able to weld tanks
full of fuel, making him an invaluable
cog in the reliable transport and supply
of fuel to the front lines during the war.
Reinhard’s father, Siegfried, trained
as a turner, toolmaker, designer and
draughtsman. Based in Gdańsk (Danzig
in German), located on the Baltic Sea,
one of Poland’s oldest cities with a
history going back a thousand years,

A Bridgeport-type milling machine with an AcuRite MillPWR 3-axis CNC control, in immaculate
condition
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his abilities quickly propelled him to
success.
It was these skills – and his
natural talent – that afforded him
the knowledge to trust his designs
and drawings and thus grow his
reputation in the metalworking, and
later the early CNC design industries.
After spending time at German piston
factory manufacturer MAHLE building
special machines for them and
further developing his unique design
abilities, he also spent time at TRAUB
– specialists in the manufacture, and
one of the first companies in the world
to manufacture, CNC sliding headstock
lathes. His proficiency meant that he
contributed greatly to their design.
Siegfried’s talent wasn’t just
metalworking though, and he was also
an accomplished Polish motorcycle
speedway champion. Sadly it was this
sport – the coal ash laden tracks that
they raced on in fact – that brought
about an untimely death due to lung
disease caused by the fine particles 

flung into the air and inhaled as they raced around the tracks.
At the age of six, after Reinhard’s mother had remarried
another man, the family emigrated to South Africa. Reinhard
then adopted the surname of Retter that was carried by his
stepfather. The name Retter translates to saviour and it was
this new beginning for Reinhard that gave him the chance to
follow in the footsteps of his father and grandfather before
him.
Finishing school at Oude Molen Technical High School,
and beginning his trade as a toolmaker at Metal Box (SA) Ltd.
located in Epping,
Reinhard quickly
achieved success
in his own right
completing his
first trade test
after only two
and a half years,
flying through it.
Had it been up
to him, he would
have completed
his N6 – after
all, he needed
just another six
months to do it
– but it was not
meant to be and
not long after,
Reinhard, at the
age of 22, married
his wife Lucrecia.
After some
time at Metal Box,
Reinhard found
himself sitting
in the canteen
envisioning the
future. It was one
where he couldn’t
see himself in
the big factory
environment longterm, and it was
here where he set
himself the goal
that by the time
he turned 40, he
would have his
own business.
This was one of
many goals he set
himself, and has
subsequently gone
on to achieve.
After leaving
Metal Box and
joining Swartklip
Products, now a
division of Denel,
Reinhard got
his first taste of
CNC machines. A
TNC contouring
machine to be
exact. The fact
that the machine

was only designed to machine in straight lines or specific drill
positions didn’t stop him thinking out of the box so to speak,
and with a bit of clever draughtsmanship, Reinhard wowed
colleagues by machining circles with the machine. Because
this required linear interpolation, this took some patience on
his behalf of course as the programming all had to be written
by hand. A tedious but indispensable skill Reinhard can
still use from time to time today when finding solutions and
solving real-world machine limitations on the shop floor for

clients.
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A newly acquired US Wheeler EM 1000A vertical machining center

One of the lathes on the shop floor

From here Bob Maxwell of Maxwell’s Engineering (Pty) Ltd.
decided that he required Reinhard’s skills, and it was this
experience that got Reinhard really acquainted with CNCs en
masse. After some time he progressed on to become foreman
of the large CNC section of the business. Soon after this, he
was offered an opportunity to acquire an unused lathe – an
opportunity he grabbed with both hands. It was a Colchester
round head lathe. From here Reinhard made his way to
Coastal Engineering Supplies where he purchased a cut-off
saw, and not long after that his first milling machine. Most of
the machines on the shop floor today are supplied by Coastal
and Reinhard continues to enjoy a great working relationship
with Coastal.
Starting off in his three-quarter garage, which soon
became a three quarter plus a double garage and eventually
another quadruple garage on top of that, left him with 100m²
of workshop space, and a further 70m² under roof of driveway
space, all powered by three-phase electric power and fully
soundproofed. This was around 1992 and Reinhard was now
independent.
With such a rich manufacturing family history, current
owner Marco Retter, and Reinhard’s son, is now the
fourth generation member of the family to have the art of
metalworking running through his blood. Marco was just seven

at the time that his father got his business up and running,
but he spent his time helping his father by starting at the
bottom – sweeping the floors and cleaning the machines. By
the time Marco was 10, he was being given little jobs to do
on the machines after school and on weekends. It would take
some years before Marco joined his father in the business full
time, but metalworking was in his blood.
In 2004, Reinhard purchased his first CNC lathe after
saving up to buy the machine outright – he was raised with
the principle that if you cannot afford something, save up until
you can. 17 years later, he still works on this machine to this
day with it still operating to extremely close tolerances. This
philosophy of care and maintenance is bestowed upon every
machine on the shop floor, says Marco: “Even though our first
large CNC milling machine is nearly 10-years-old now, it still
looks like it is brand new - like we’ve done no work on it, but
it’s got thousands of cutting hours on it, and it works every
single day of its life.”

One of the lathes on the shop floor

Reinhard Retter at work on his beloved CNC lathe
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Family ties
After Marco finished school at Cape Town’s Milnerton High
School, he initially pursued a career in IT and computing. But
it wasn’t to be as he couldn’t envision a life of working in an
office behind a computer all day, after all, he’d grown up in 

Being of German descent, an organised shop floor is expected

the workshop working with tools, on cars and motorbikes,
building LEGO – with his hands as tools. The interest in
computers was not lost though, and Reinhard jokes: “One day
I said to Marco, I’ve got a new machine and it has a computer
– why don’t you come and work in the shop with me?” It was
a Bridgeport-type milling machine with an Acu-Rite MillPWR
3-axis CNC control. “Marco took to it like a duck to water,”
says Reinhard. This was 2003 and not long after this, Marco
attended Northlink College’s Wingfield Campus and after
completing his trade, he took further technical courses to
further his skillset and completed a CNC diploma.
This was where he found his real interests to be, and
he has since spent many hours further upskilling himself by
watching YouTube tutorials, reading widely and downloading
and producing components from simulations – all self-taught
and very practical workshop experience.
Progress Precision Engineering’s current facility in
Montague Gardens was bought in 2005 and they can be
regarded as specialists in the frameless glass domes and
standoff industry, close tolerance component engineering,
custom automated machinery manufacture and bag in
box filling machines. Shop floor space currently equates to

Microns matter
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Components being machined

200m² with a further 125m² of storage space and 100m² of
office space. Many components are specialised components
manufactured specifically for the food and beverage industries
– comprising some 80% of the work done by Progress
Precision Engineering.
The company will design, manufacture, assemble and
commission any automated machine you are looking for, and
all components are manufactured inhouse. The majority of
components are manufactured from 316 stainless steel to
customer specification with the capabilities of low to medium
volume CNC runs, and are supplied with material certificates.
Progress Precision Engineering have full CAD capabilities
and will design with SolidWorks and HSMWorks and can
machine from sample or drawing – knowledge that comes
from hands-on machine experience. “Although most of our
work is with stainless steel 316, we have come a long way
with machining plastic and with the aid of the right tooling and
the knowledge of how plastic ‘lives’ as it were, we are very
good at machining plastics in all sorts of shapes and sizes,”
continues Marco.
Breaking the stigma of the blue collar worker is something
Reinhard recalls as being one of the motivating factors for


A newly installed DMG MORI M1 vertical milling center – the first of
its kind in South Africa

Marco Retter gets to work on his newly installed DMG MORI M1
vertical milling center. The machine came complete with a Siemens
828D control, a chip conveyor and a Renishaw touch probe. The
machine was supplied by Retecon

setting up his own business. And this culture is transferred to
the Progress Precision Engineering shop floor and assimilated
by the staff – they know that they are part of something
special and are given the opportunities to learn and grow.
Currently on the shop floor are seven CNC machines,
of which six are VMCs and one a CNC lathe, as well as two
Bridgeport-type 3-axis milling machines, and a further two
lathes. Five of these VMCs and one of the milling machines

Pulley-type components machined on the DMG MORI M1 vertical
milling center

have been acquired since the end of 2020 and so the time
has come for more space. Included amongst these is a US
Wheeler EM 1000A VMC.
New premises
Progress Precision Engineering has recently purchased a
new premises in Killarney Gardens, Cape Town with a shop
floor area of 650m² and it includes additional office space to
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Pulley-type components are machined from large billets

meet their requirements. The move should be completed in
the coming months and will afford the Retter’s the opportunity
to further streamline operations.
Flagship DMG MORI M1 vertical milling center
2021 brought the Retter’s further success and they
have just installed their Flagship DMG MORI M1 vertical
milling center complete with a Siemens 828D control
capable of a wide range of machining cycles, suited for any
application, supplied by Retecon. It is the first of its kind to

Components machined by Progress Precision Engineering
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The Progress Precision Engineering team from left to right: Marco
Retter, Enrique da Silva, Reinhard Retter, David Strauss, Reagan
Abrahams, Jonas Mandala, Philip van der Westhuizen, Jeremy
Mclaren, Chantel Retter and absent: Desire Wilson

be commissioned and installed in South Africa. The M1 is a
newly developed 3-axis vertical milling machine that covers
all industries and applications for easy milling of parts up to
600kg to the highest accuracy and precision. The design is
based on a monolithic bed, leading to maximum static and
dynamic rigidity as well as perfect damping properties.
Additionally, the machine came equipped with a chip
conveyor and Renishaw touch probe – something Marco
is unquestionably excited about using and furthering his
quest for knowledge about not just precision machining,

The family tree – in the top right hand photograph is Reinhard
Retter’s grandfather Kurt – he could weld and repair fuel tanks full
of fuel, something he was very well-known for during the Second
World War

Various components that can be machined by Progress Precision
Engineering

Over the years, Progress Precision Engineering have machined a
variety of components from a number of materials

of course there is always room for more specialised CMM
operations. The new premises will definitely have space for
more machines, the Retter’s say.
Progress Precision Engineering regard major industry role3D Printing Skills
players as clients and serve mostly the food and beverage
Not only has Marco been mostly self-taught when it comes
industry. “We are able to make
to machining, but he has
anything,” says Marco. “But we
also adopted this process
are obviously quite specialised
to growing his knowledge
within the food and beverage
about 3D printing and the
industry making shafts, pump
techniques involved with it.
houses, gearbox casings, meat
Marco can now offer a build
processing machines, valves,
volume of 250mm x 250mm x
transducer housings and so
400mm for quick turnaround
forth, and we work quite closely
prototyping.
with clients on the design
side of things. We bring ideas
The future
and designs to life making
Clearly the future is
them capable of production
bright for Progress Precision
on whatever scale the client
Engineering and it probably
desires. Essentially we carry
won’t be long before Marco’s
own young son is wondering
out specialist precision CNC
engineering.”
about on the shop floor
For further details contact
getting stuck in where he can.
Progress
Precision Engineering
Metal additive manufacturing
Progress Precision Engineering will work closely with clients on the
is also something the Retter’s design side, with 80% of components manufactured specifically for the on TEL: 021 551 9909 or visit
are learning about and
https://www.ppeng.co.za
food and beverage industries and out of 316 stainless steel
but of quality control measures and coordinate measuring
capabilities too.

Progress Precision Engineering will design, manufacture, assemble
and commission any automated machine you are looking for.
Featured is one of their own bag-in-box filling machines
manufactured under the brand PRO-FILL

Progress Precision Engineering specialise in the manufacture of
automated machinery. Featured is one of their own bag-in-box filling
machines manufactured under the brand PRO-FILL
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Napoleon Fabrications
revolutionises its cutting
capabilities

T

here are many reasons why companies operate different
makes of cutting and bending machines and have a
combination of other technologies such as laser, plasma
and waterjet at their disposal.
These choices provide a lot of flexibility for manufacturers
enabling them to have the best mix of technologies and
capabilities to suit their customers’ demands, meet
production, delivery and cost targets as well as keeping
capital expenditure within budget.
The complications are that CNC programming is different
for each machine, operating methods, maintenance and
spare parts are all specific to each of the machines and
users will require extra training to get the best efficiencies.

Simplifying and integrating the running of different
machines and cutting technologies in one manufacturing
facility is just part of the complex challenge faced when
trying to achieve efficient and cost-effective manufacture.
“Providing the best products and services is at the
heart of everything we do at Napoleon Fabrications. For this
reason, we have started investing in the latest machinery,
which allows us to deliver high-quality sheet metal work
and not rely on outsourcing as we have been doing. We
now use our own CNC machines to achieve this. From CNC
laser cutting to CNC bending, we’re able to manufacture
products to your exact specifications. Then there are all the
other value-add processes that we offer,” explained Leon de

There are many reasons why companies operate different makes of
cutting and bending machines and have a combination of other
technologies such as laser, plasma and waterjet at their disposal.
These choices provide a lot of flexibility for manufacturers enabling
them to have the best mix of technologies and capabilities to suit
their customers’ demands, meet production, delivery and cost targets
as well as keeping capital expenditure within budget

Two years ago Napoleon Fabrications invested in their first laser
machine - a JFY International TFC4020S fiber laser, which was
supplied by Puma Machine Tools. The machine has a 3kW power
source and a bed size of 4 000mm by 2 000mm

Napoleon Fabrications invested in a Hugong HG 4020 6kW fiber
laser, supplied and installed by TRM Supplies. The machine has only
been running since July 2021. The Hugong also has a bed size of 4
000mm by 2 000mm and its power source is Precitec

The company offers press brake bending services
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“Providing the best products and services is at the heart
of everything we do at Napoleon Fabrications.”
Villiers, one of two brothers that own and manage Napoleon
Fabrications.
In line with Napoléon Bonaparte, usually referred to as
simply Napoleon in English, the French military and political
leader who rose to prominence during the French Revolution
and led several
successful
campaigns during
the Revolutionary
Wars, the company
does have the
French national
flag colours of red,
white and blue
as its corporate
colours. But that
is where the
connection with
the French stops,
although the
owners surname
is also a common
French surname.
“Napoleon is
my first name as
it is my father’s
first name. I am
the fifth generation
son in our family to
be given this name.
It is now tradition
that the first born
son be given the
name Napoleon
as his first name.
It is also easy to
understand where
the Leon comes
from.”
“Manufacturing
a sheet metal
product can require
several stages:
Laser cutting and
bending, forming,
welding and
painting is one of
many sequences.
A variety of
technologies can
be employed in
each one of these
phases. In some
cases you have
to work out which
is best for your
situation. For
example, when
comparing sheet
metal punching
and press

stamping you also need to calculate when it is convenient
to punch a product and when to build a punching hard tool.
In fact, sheet fed CNC punching is usually employed where
the production mix is high, with products with low quantities
and materials changing continuously (small batches). Press
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Welding is another service offered by Napoleon Fabrications

stamping is a good choice for mass production of a part with
high quantities, and using the same material.”
Inhouse capabilities or outsourcing
“The same thought processes of what is best for your
situation should apply to inhouse capabilities or outsourcing.
But these thoughts can vary vastly and be very liquid,
depending on order books etc. In our case we got to a stage
where we could no longer rely on outsourcing. Our decision

Tanks that have been fabricated

happened in the early 2000s when I was still at school and
my Dad was still working full time as a boilermaker. We
literally worked out of our garage at home.”
“Soon after I completed matric we felt confident enough
to rent a small factory, about the size of a double garage,
in Booysens on the outskirts of Johannesburg. Dad also
decided it was time to work in the business full-time and
before we knew it we were renting a second small factory
and then a third one. The increase in business also included

“Our plan has always been to be as flexible and versatile as possible and not
concentrate on one area of industry. We also knew that we had to offer more than
welding and assembly, whether the processes were done inhouse or outsourced.
Preferably we would like to do all the processes inhouse but that is not always
possible from the beginning, especially if you are still relatively small.”
to invest in equipment such as a fiber laser was catapulted
forward because our material cutting requirements had
reached 50% of our processing mix.”
“Principally the company has always been a fabrication
company. From the beginning my Dad and myself were
running around sourcing different size pieces of metal
and then welding them together to manufacture gates
and balustrades. In essence we were assembling. This all

Napoleon Fabrications fabricate oil cooled transformer tanks for
high voltage distribution
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fabricating structural and plate work.”
“Business was good and as a result my brother Coenie
joined us in 2008. Dad then decided to retire in 2012
and the two of us purchased the company from him. We
continued operating from the same factories until 2009. It
then became imperative to move to a bigger facility because
of the increase in business and this is when we moved to
our current factory in Wadeville, Gauteng. The factory and 

Tanks fabricated by Napoleon Fabrications

Another service that the company offers is zinc metal spraying

The company is also capable of doing structural steel work

office space consists of 2 900m² and the yard area, which is
used extensively, is 2 000m².”
“As said previously fabrication shops employ a multitude
of value-added processes, including welding, cutting,
bending, forming and machining. There is also guillotining
and rolling that can be added. Then there are the finishing
processes that not many include in their services. These
include shotblasting, painting and coating.”
“Some fabricators try to grow their manufacturing
business by doing everything possible. However, you have to
choose business goals that are realistic and document them
so you can see your milestones and track your growth along
the way. You may overwhelm yourself and your employees if
you don’t have a clear plan first.”

the public utility is supposed to give us a steady supply
of power. In normal first world counties you would flip a
switch, a light comes on, and you probably don’t give it
much thought. Here in South Africa we are more aware of
the industry because of power outages and load shedding,
but still not the technicalities associated with power supply.
However, if you were to dig into the details, you’d find that
the electrical network in your home runs through wire.
That wire typically comprises three solid strands of copper,
which do get stolen often. The system that transfers that
electricity from the generating station to your home is much
more complex. Electrical current travels from the station to
a step-up transformer, through a transmission network, then
through a step-down transformer and through a distribution
network before it finally gets to your house. These
transformers need cooling and that is done via a special mix
of oil that is stored in tanks.”
“These are the tanks that we have been manufacturing
and still do today. We supply distribution and high-voltage
equipment supply companies such as Actom, MDS, ABB,
WEG and Dimako.”
“This breakthrough into the power industry led to
us investing in more equipment and processes. Thinner
gauge material
is used when
manufacturing the
tanks and they
also require a zinc
coating, hence our
zinc metal spray
booth.”
“Through these
contacts we would
also manufacture
components for
the cooling towers
and fan screens
used on the
Medupi and Kusile
power stations.”

Flexible and versatile
“Our plan has always been to be as flexible and versatile
as possible and not concentrate on one area of industry.
We also knew that we had to offer more than welding and
assembly, whether the processes were done inhouse or
outsourced. Preferably we would like to do all the processes
inhouse but that is not always possible from the beginning,
especially if you are still relatively small.”
“From the
time we moved to
Wadeville we did
start to increase
our services and
these now include
laser and plasma
cutting, bending,
rolling, guillotining,
bandsawing,
painting, zinc
metal spraying,
shotblasting, plate
fabrication and
heavy and medium
structural steel
work.”
“In 2010
we won some
work to fabricate
oil cooled
transformer tanks
for high voltage
distribution. Yes
that area where
Laser cut components waiting for dispatch
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Laser cutting
“Because
of increased
domestic work
we have slowly
been building
up our laser


cutting requirements
cutting productivity
to the extent it now
needs for laser
accounts for about
cutting.”
50% of our production
“Success in
requirements.”
maximising laser
“Local
machine cutting
manufacturing
efficiency often leads
companies are facing
to bottlenecks in
escalating pressures
material-handling
from competition,
or production
globalisation and
scheduling
imports to increase
systems. Therefore
productivity. To counter
it is only if these
this manufacturers and
three factors are
job shops are investing
employed correctly
in speedy and accurate
and continuously
laser cutting machines.
improved will the
These machines come
laser cutting shop be
with high price tags
truly competitive.”
that place additional
Brothers Leon and Coenie de Villiers
pressure on the laser
JFY International
cutting shop to compete
TFC4020S 3kW fiber
and to have a positive return on the machine investment.”
laser
“Investing in a laser machine enables these companies
“Two years ago we invested in our first laser machine - a
to compete. However, it is only a partial solution. Another
JFY International TFC4020S fiber laser, which was supplied
vital part is the CAD/CAM software programme needed to
by Puma Machine Tools. The machine has a 3kW power
drive the machine. Efficient nesting, motion control, and
source and a bed size of 4 000mm by 2 000mm.”
programming is just as important. The software controls all
“We didn’t want to spend a huge amount on a new piece
the machine motion and hinders output if not used properly.
of equipment because we are not a high-volume production
Therefore one can conclude that it is the combination of
business. The JFY suited our needs at the time and it was
both the machine and CAD/CAM software that addresses the
priced lower than many larger machines. I didn’t want used 
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The company has done mining and factory structural steel work as
well as supplying structural steel work and manufacturing platforms,
ladders and walkways for the conveyor industry

Napoleon Fabrications will also assemble and fabricate for clients

equipment. I’m not a big fan. Usually you are buying someone
else’s problem that they want to get rid of. That’s usually the
reason they are upgrading.”
“One of the primary reasons we invested in the JFY
was that our sums showed us that it would contribute to a
reduction in production costs and it certainly has done so.”

to 25mm.”
“If we need to cut thicker material we use our Hypertherm
Maxpro 200 plasma cutter that has a bed size of 6 000mm by
2 500mm.”
“The acquisition of the Hugong certainly has opened up
new doors for us, especially in areas of industry where we
have not ventured into. We are already in the mining and
water sanitation industries and we hope to increase our
presence in these industries.”

Hugong HG 4020 6kW fiber laser
“This successful experience that we had with our first
laser was one of the reasons that convinced us to purchase
a second, but more powerful machine. Another reason was
that demand had grown from our existing customers once
they knew we had a laser, but then there was the request to
cut thicker material. We had been working predominantly with
thinner or lighter gauge material and our 3kW JFY is perfect
for that.”
“Again we did not want to spend large amounts of money
and the Hugong HG 4020 6kW fiber laser, supplied and
installed by TRM Supplies, fitted our budget. The machine has
only been running since July 2021.”
“The Hugong also has a bed size of 4 000mm by
2 000mm and its power source is Precitec.”
“If you examine the price to performance ratio of the
different lasers that we have, the main benefit of the higher
power 6kW Hugong HG laser is its ability to cut materials
of thicker gauge. There are also small benefits in thickness
capacity when cutting non-ferrous materials. We are now able
to process ferrous and non-ferrous materials from 0.5mm up
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Structural steel work
“We have done mining and factory structural steel work
as well as supplying structural steel work and manufacturing
platforms, ladders and walkways for the conveyor industry.”
“We are processing between 180 and 190 tons of sheet
and plate a month.”
“Another service we offer is conventional lathe, drilling and
milling work.”
The acquisition of the fiber laser machines allows the
company to bid on contracts that it simply wouldn’t be able to
pursue otherwise. De Villiers likes to describe the company as
a ‘new-school’ manufacturer with an ‘old-school’ attitude. The
new-school thinking follows manufacturing trends - emphasis
on improving efficiency, cutting costs, and investing in
technology. The old-school attitude recognises the value of its
customers and employees and what they bring to the table.
For further details contact Napoleon Fabrications on
TEL: 902 2189 or email leon@napoleonfabrications.com

BETTER

PRODUCTION

Beneficial modularity

M

odular systems
have succeeded
in finding their
way into the lives of
many people, from LEGO
construction toys to IKEA’s
modular furniture.
In metalworking, typical
examples of these systems
are unit-built machines
and modular fixtures. As
for cutting tools, modular
structures have proven
their efficiency in this
area as well, and various
tool manufacturers have
developed their own
modular products that
are popular with their
customers.
The main benefits of
modularity are versatility
and time-savings. A
modular concept facilitates
the quick and easy building
of an optimally customised
cutting tool using an
assembly of standardised
elements. Hence,
customers don’t have to
order costly, specialised
tools and wait months for
delivery. If a tool is urgently
needed for immediate
production, a suitable
solution is close at hand.
This concept contributes to
reducing warehouse stock
and diminishing inventory
lists that cut manufacturing
costs.
However, the modular
tool concept is not free
of disadvantages. The
main disadvantage is
the decrease of rigidity.
An assembly of several
elements is not as stiff as
an integral product and
the assembled structure
may lose accuracy when
compared to a one-piece
design.
When deciding
on a particular tool,
both advantages and
disadvantages of the
modular concept need

Fig.1 Flexfit family for various assembled milling tools

Fig.2 Multiple Multi-Master product combinations for finding optimally
configured tools for various operations
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to be considered. The
customer is the only one
that can decide which is
the best tool for his needs
based on production
strategy, current production
demands, or an immediate
need of a tool. The cutting
tool manufacturer should
provide the customer with
the means to make the
correct choice and at the
same time continue to
develop modular products
that achieve greater
adaptability, rigidity, and
accuracy. A glance at
Iscar’s modular cutting
tools makes it possible
to showcase the design
features of a product.
Iscar’s Flexfit family
of tools (Fig.1) is the
company’s oldest line.
The Flexfit adaptation
principle is based on using
a cylindrical connection
for centring and a generalpurpose standard metric
thread (M8…M16) for
securing. Simplicity and
maintainability have made
this rotating tool system
very popular in the market.
Today, Flexfit has a wide
variety of shanks, adapters,
and heads with indexable
inserts, which are mostly
used in milling operations,
such as machining complex
3D surfaces, slot, and
grooves. The shanks are
made from steel and
cemented carbide. The
carbide shanks increase
rigidity, which substantially
reduces vibrations
especially in long overhang
applications.
Iscar’s Multi-Master is
a family of rotating tools
with exchangeable heads
and comprises modular
assemblies (Fig.2). The
Multi-Master concept
features centring by a short
precise taper, face contact
and a thread of the unique

profile. In turn, this
spring elements.
enables a highly accurate
The success of the
and rigid connection
bars with exchangeable
that provides significant
heads in the boring line
possibilities for modular
led to the introduction of
tooling where elements
Iscar’s design concept in
include a wide range
various turning, grooving,
of shanks, extensions,
and threading applications.
adapters, and reducers,
In addition, the newly
transforming Multi-Master
developed bars with a
tools into powerful and
serrated-face connection
reliable cutters.
and a polygonal taper
The shanks
shank increase the
are made of steel,
application field of the
cemented carbide with
system.
considerable stiffness,
Modularity provides a
and heavy metal, which
valuable opportunity for
characterises good
the customer to configure
vibration-proof properties.
a tool in an optimal
The original Multimanner. In today’s modern
Master design focused
digital world, a great way
only on solid carbide
to achieve this effectively
heads, however, within
is with a virtual assembly
a very short time the
in a CAM software
family replenished with
environment. The digital
various heads carrying
twin representation of a
Fig.3 Anti-vibration bar with an exchangeable head and serrated-face
indexable inserts. It’s
cutting tool based on ISO
connection. Significantly expands the application range in boring
not by coincidence that
13399 standard becomes
and threading
the recently introduced
an integral part of the tool
NeologIQ and LogIQ
as a product, and leading
campaigns include Multi-Master heads with inserts.
tool manufacturers have already expanded their portfolios
Specially designed Multi-Master adapters and Flexfit mutual
with appropriate virtual counterparts and instrumentation
connections substantially expand the application range for
to work alongside. Iscar’s tool assembly options, which are
both families.
incorporated in the company’s electronic catalogue, is a good
For turning operations, Iscar developed a modular system
example of the above-mentioned (Fig. 4).
that comprises round bars and exchangeable heads with
These tool options represent a highly valuable instrument
indexable inserts. The bars and heads are assembled with
for preliminary processes in selecting tools at the design
the use of a serrated-face connection (Fig. 3). The system was
and planning stages of machining. In modular tooling, they
initially intended for boring, although when selecting a boring
significantly improve the way of finding the most optimal tool
bar, the ratio of a required bar overhang to the bar diameter
configuration, prevent errors on the shop floor, and save time
strongly influenced the choice of the right tool.
and costs.
There are three
Modular cutting tools
types of bars to cover
are more common in the
the complete range of
metalworking sector and
boring applications for
feature a wide range of
overhang-to-diameter
products for the success
ratios up to 10. Steel
of small-to-medium run
bars enable machining
productions, die, and mould
with ratios up to 4.
making. A flexible modular
Cemented carbide bars
concept ensures the ability
facilitate boring with
to quickly find effective tool
ratios up to 7. However,
solutions when a product
when machining where
programme is constantly
a higher overhang is
changing. This impact of
required, the use of a
diminishing tool inventory
stiffen carbide shank can
attracts large manufacturers.
be somewhat limited.
Consequently, new
Hence, for ratios 7 to
developments focusing
10, Iscar developed an
on reliable, accurate, and
anti-vibration bar that
digital modular tools to meet
significantly reduces and
industrial needs will remain
eliminates vibrations
relevant and important in
when cutting. The key
the market.
component of these
For further details
bars is the damping
contact Iscar South Africa on
mechanism comprising
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit
Fig.4 Virtual tool assembly options for process planners and
a heavy mass supported by
www.iscar.com
technologists
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Sandvik acquires Mastercam
developers CNC Software

S

andvik has signed an
agreement to acquire
US-based CNC Software Inc.,
a leading provider of CAD/CAM
software solutions for manufacturing
industries and the company behind
Mastercam, one of the most widely
used CAM brands in the industry.
By acquiring CNC Software,
Sandvik gains a world-class CAM
brand in the Mastercam software
suite with an installed base of
around 270 000 licenses/users, the
largest in the industry, as well as a
strong market reseller network and
well-established partnerships with leading machine makers
and tooling companies.
“This is in line with our strategic focus to grow in the digital
manufacturing space, with special attention on industrial
software close to component manufacturing. An acquisition
of CNC Software and the Mastercam portfolio, in combination
with our existing offerings and extensive manufacturing
capabilities, will make Sandvik a leader in the overall CAM
market measured in installed base. CAM plays a vital role
in the digital manufacturing process, enabling new and
innovative solutions in automated design for manufacturing,”
says Stefan Widing, President and CEO of Sandvik.
CNC Software has a strong market position in CAM,
and particularly for small and medium-sized manufacturing
enterprises (SMEs), something that will support Sandvik’s
strategic ambitions to develop solutions to automate the
manufacturing value chain for SMEs – and deliver competitive
point solutions for large original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs). Combining the strengths of Mastercam with Sandvik’s
offering and know-how within machining is expected to be an
important enabler in automating the customers’ end-to-end
manufacturing processes.
“Mastercam will be the cornerstone in Sandvik’s CAM
portfolio, further improving machining productivity by
combining our machining know-how with their CAM expertise
to improve quality and reduce waste for our customers.
Specifically, we will leverage data capture and use to secure
efficient tool selection and
tool path optimisation for our
customers. I look forward to
welcoming the CNC Software
team to Sandvik,” says Mathias
Johansson, President of the
Design & Planning Automation
Division in Sandvik Manufacturing
Solutions.
CNC Software is an
independent, family-owned
company founded in 1983,
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headquartered in Tolland,
Connecticut, USA, with 220
employees.
“We at CNC Software are
extremely excited to be joining
the Sandvik family. The two
companies share many of the
same values and objectives, but
above all we share a passion for
manufacturing. Together we will
harness our joint resources to
accelerate the development of
Mastercam, while continuing to
maintain our unique standards
of local support through our
experienced global Reseller channel. I am personally very
excited at the prospect of working with Sandvik as it will
allow us to accelerate our progress in achieving our mission
of to create software and services that solve the world’s
manufacturing challenges,” says Meghan West, CEO CNC
Software, Inc.
The transaction is expected to close Q4 2021, subject
to customary regulatory approvals. CNC Software will
organisationally belong to the Design & Planning Automation
division within Sandvik Manufacturing and Machining
Solutions.
Acquires Cambrio CAD/CAM software
At the beginning of July 2021 Sandvik announced that
the company had signed an agreement with Battery Ventures
to acquire US-based Cambrio, a leading company with an
end-to-end portfolio in CAD/CAM software. Cambrio’s product
portfolio includes GibbsCAM for production milling, turning,
and mill turn operations, Cimatron for mould and die, as well
as SigmaNEST for sheet metal fabrication.
Chuzhou Yongpu Carbide Tools
It has also been announced that Sandvik has completed
the previously announced acquisition of 67% of Chuzhou
Yongpu Carbide Tools Co., Ltd, a China based premium solid
round tools company, with a call option to buy the remaining
part in three years’ time.
Sandvik acquires Polish round
tools company Fanar
Sandvik has also signed an
agreement to acquire the Polish
company Fabryka Narzędzi Fanar
SA, a manufacturer of round tools.
The company will be reported
on in Seco, a division within
the business area of Sandvik
Manufacturing and Machining
Solutions.

Trumpf and Starmatik agree on
strategic partnership for bending
machine automation

T

rumpf and
in Dresden-based
Starmatik, the
software company
Italian specialist for
Zigpos GmbH from
robotic automation of
25.1% to 50.1%.
sheet metal processing
“After years of
machines, have agreed
successful cooperation,
to collaborate even more
both companies want
closely in the future after
to further expand
the two companies have
the partnership.
recently announced that
The goal is to jointly
they have entered into
implement additional
an agreement to that
products based
effect.
on the omlox open
Starmatik will be
localisation standard,”
able to supply specific
said Eberhard Wahl,
modular solutions
managing director of
Trumpf and Starmatik, the Italian specialist for robotic automation of sheet metal
for Trumpf’s Smart
the recently founded
processing machines, have agreed to collaborate even more closely in the future
Factory solutions that
subsidiary Trumpf
take into account the
Tracking Technologies
general trend toward automation. Customers benefit from
GmbH.
the expertise of both companies, which generally means a
Both Zigpos and Trumpf, along with many other
significant process acceleration in production compared to
companies, are committed to open localisation systems based
standard solutions.
on the omlox industry standard.
Trumpf focusses on partnerships and open standards
Zigpos already supplies software components for, among
when expanding its Smart Factory offerings. These include
others, Trumpf’s Track & Trace indoor localisation system. The
both the open interfaces of umati, the open location
solution determines the position of sheet metal parts in real
standards of omlox and the partnerships already concluded
time and increases productivity and plannability in production
with storage and intralogistics specialists such as STOPA and
through the resulting transparency. Thanks to ultra-wide-band
Jungheinrich, machine software house Lantek and now with
(UWB) technology, the tracking system can be used safely in
Starmatik.
metallic manufacturing environments despite reflections.
Starmatik was founded in 1996 in Spresiano in Italy and
employs around 100 people. The company specialises in the
Change at the top of Trumpf’s machine tool business
field of process automation in sheet metal processing. The
Trumpf’s machine tool business division has seen a
focus is on robotic automation of bending machines, but it
change in leadership with Stephen Mayer becoming the
can also be used for 2D laser and punching/combination
new CEO of machine tools succeeding Heinz-Jürgen Prokop,
machines.
who left at the end of the fiscal year on 30 June, 2021 after
reaching the age limit for members of the group executive
Trumpf and Zigpos
board. Mayer has been with Trumpf since 2012.
Meanwhile, Trumpf has also further expanded its
For further details contact Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600
positioning technology business after increasing its stake
or visit www.retecon.co.za

Starmatik was founded in 1996 in Spresiano in Italy and employs
around 100 people. The company specialises in the field of process
automation in sheet metal processing

Trumpf has also further expanded its positioning technology business
after increasing its stake in Dresden-based software company Zigpos
GmbH from 25.1% to 50.1%
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Production 4.0 –

Porsche factory of the future

T

he factory of the
future is already a
reality at Porsche in
Leipzig and Zuffenhausen
– as the new engine plant
shows particularly clearly.
Porsche has invested
80 million euros in the
Zuffenhausen plant. Up to
200 engines per day can
be installed here. Around
100 technical innovations
are used in production
alone. The foyer is
more reminiscent of a
technology centre. Bright
as daylight, illuminated
by modern LED lamps. The functions of the precision
machines are checked by monitors. White floor, state-of-the-art
technology: A futuristically oriented factory that sets standards
and points the way to the future.
Porsche Production 4.0 is a natural evolution of the
existing production system – a continuous improvement with
the help of new technologies and methods. Applications from
the digital world are networked with the physical world. To
this end, Porsche has defined six fields of action that are
continuously being further developed: Production system,
resource efficiency, work organisation, new technologies,
digitalisation and communication.
Focus on people
The modern single-line concept – a typical Porsche
manufacturing philosophy – focuses on the human being.
Each employee should carry out as many work steps as
possible, and in principle each step should be able to be
deployed throughout the entire plant. Porsche lives the
concept of manufacturing and uses robots specifically
where absolute repeatability is critical. In the ergonomically
optimised assembly of the engine plant, all tools and
processes are designed to support people in their work. In
addition, wireless EC screwdrivers are used that know the
exactly defined torque characteristics – even if they are taken
to another workstation.
But ‘smart’ does not just mean computer-based or robotcontrolled. A so-called
quality control loop – with
employees from all areas
relevant to production
– ensures that in the
event of anomalies, the
assembly processes are
intervened upon at an
early stage, thus avoiding
an increased error rate.
What’s more: Porsche
Production 4.0 is not
only innovative, but also
sustainable. Through the
careful use of resources
in production, around
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one million euros
and 2,254 tons of
carbon dioxide were
saved in 2016, for
example through
standby operation
or environmentally
compatible logistics.
The goal is an
emission-neutral
factory.
Really augmented
– really
Porsche is
experimenting
intensively with
augmented reality at its quality centre in order to obtain
even faster and more precise information about individual
components. Concretely, that means: Work steps or
product details can be displayed directly in the tablet and
supplemented by computer-generated information. Even
the smallest deviations from the standard are detected
immediately in this way and it becomes clear where vehicle
body components fit together perfectly or not yet ideally.
Optical digitalisation
The quality of body components is checked quickly and
precisely using special optical technology. Each component
is completely digitalised and measured three-dimensionally.
Up to 16 million points are recorded per scan. In this way,
the entire component geometry can be represented in a
high-resolution point cloud. In the quality process, deviations
of each individual body point from the CAD data can be
determined in the shortest possible time. Using the digitised
measurement data, the deviations are also precisely
visualised in a full-surface 3D representation.
Extensive options
Many things work digitally – but not everything. Physical
vehicle models will continue to be necessary in the future
in order to finally test and assess the properties of a vehicle
and individual components. Only they can provide holistic,
realistic impressions. Cubing is a process in which true-tooriginal models are used
that offer extensive testing
and analysis options.
All production parts are
displayed, assembled,
tested and harmonised
in their original size. The
model is fully electronic.
For example, side mirrors
can be folded in, windows
opened and closed, the
function of the light or the
position of the rear wing
can be checked.
For more information:
www.porsche.com

Schröder Group acquires
tool manufacturer SMU

T

he mechanical engineering company Schröder Group
is taking over the tool manufacturer SMU, based in
Leinburg-Weißenbrunn, Germany. Both companies
have been cooperating for many years and are now pooling
their expertise to further expand their market position in the
German and international sheet metal working market.
The two Bavarian sheet metal working specialists Hans
Schröder Maschinenbau and SMU are long-standing partners
in the machine tool industry. Now, the Schröder Group has
taken over the partner company. “The takeover feels like a
natural development. We can now coordinate our services,
products and capacities even better, start joint developments
and offer our customers the highest quality with even better
coordinated machine and tool solutions,” said Franz Schröder,
Managing Director of the Schröder Group.
With the acquisition of the tool manufacturer SMU, the

Schröder Group wants to expand its know-how in the various
areas of tool making. As with software development, the
company is thus deepening its own value chain as part of
its growth strategy, broadening its process know-how and
being able to optimise developments in important additional
components for the use of its machines. SMU’s specialist
knowledge will be crucial when it comes to the integration
and new development of machine tools as well as customerspecific tool requirements, the company said.
Formally, the Schröder Group took over 100 per cent of
the SMU shares from company owner Dieter Winheim on 20
May 2021. Dieter Winheim will remain plant manager of SMU
and will manage the company within the Schröder Group.
With the takeover, the Schröder Group welcomes 24 new
employees. SMU will continue to appear on the market as
the independent tool brand SMU.

United Grinding presents a
world premiere at EMO 2021

U

nder the brand C.O.R.E.
- Customer Oriented
REvolution - the United
Grinding Group will unveil a
revolutionary new product at
EMO 2021 on the first day of the
trade show at 12 noon.
The United Grinding Group,
a manufacturer of precision
machines for grinding, eroding,
lasering, measuring, and
combination machining, is
presenting a revolutionary
innovation at EMO 2021 in
Milan, Italy. Each of the Group’s
brands – Mägerle, Blohm,
Jung, Studer, Schaudt, Mikrosa,
Walter, Ewag and IRPD – will be
on hand to see the innovation
presented to the public on the
first day of the trade fair October
4, 2021 at noon local time.
A milestone in development
No details about C.O.R.E. are being divulged ahead of
the official market launch. Stephan Nell, CEO of the United
Grinding Group, is only willing to reveal this much: “We have
invested unwaveringly in research and development both
before and during the coronavirus pandemic, to secure the
future - not just for us, but above all for our customers. And
when we talk about the future, it is inseparably linked to
digitalisation today and with an increasing work simplification
in production. In this connection, C.O.R.E. is intended to put

the focus back on people and
in a truly revolutionary way.
The brand name says it all:
C.O.R.E. – Customer Oriented
REvolution.”
Inter-group project
Experts from each of the
Group’s three technology areas
– surface and profile grinding,
cylindrical grinding and tool
machining – worked within
a joint team on this ground
breaking development.
“This project reflects our
bundled development expertise.
Through C.O.R.E., we are laying
the foundations for a new
generation of machine tools to
pave the way into the digital
age. The result is a world-first
that encompasses all of the
Group’s brands and machine types,” explains Christoph
Plüss, CTO of the United Grinding Group.
Presentation at EMO 2021 in Milan
In connection will the presentation of C.O.R.E. at EMO
2021, Nell confirms: “There will be an unveiling show on the
first day of the trade fair at noon. It’s best to reserve this
date today. A live stream will also be offered for all those who
can’t experience the event in person at the trade fair.” More
details will be published on the company’s website at
www.grinding.ch/emo-2021.
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German VDW
raises 2021 production
forecast

O

rders received by the German machine tool industry in
the second quarter of 2021 were 103 percent up on
the previous year’s figure. Orders from Germany rose
by 81 per cent with export orders 114 per cent higher than in
the previous year. In the first half of 2021, the level of orders
received by German providers rose by 57 per cent. Domestic
orders were 38 per cent up on the previous year, foreign orders
68 per cent.
“The industry has turned itself around with considerably
more dynamism than was originally assumed and, despite
some delivery difficulties, is posting strong increases in order
levels,” says Dr Wilfried Schäfer, Executive Director of the VDW
(German Machine Tool Builders’ Association), Frankfurt am
Main, commenting on the result. The very high growth rates
were explained in part by the weak reference values from
2020 as a result of COVID-19. However, the order volumes
have recovered noticeably and, at 4 per cent, are now only
slightly below the pre-COVID-19 levels seen in 2019. The
development is also broad-based, which bears witness to
the great pent-up demand among investors from all over the
world.
The main demand is still coming from abroad at present.
The Asian market continues to be dominated by high demand
from China, which accounts for two-thirds of Asian order
volumes. Business with the US is starting to recover. There
are increasing signs that US orders are about to pick up more
strongly. Europe has also revived noticeably. Here, it is above
all fiscal policy measures, including investment programmes,

which are boosting demand. Austria and Italy are prime
examples. The German market is set to follow suit, albeit with
a delay. Overall, however, the peak levels of 2017/2018 are
not expected to be matched until next quarter.
“The picture would be even rosier without the bottlenecks
and price increases in supplies of electronics, steel and sheet
metal,” says Schäfer summing up. However, further increases
in demand are expected – assuming that the global economy
continues its recovery. This is already being reflected in
production levels in the current year. The significant increase
in orders has led Oxford Economics, the VDW’s forecasting
partner, to put production growth at 8 per cent, two points
higher than in the spring. This would bring the volume for the
current year to EUR 13.2 billion.”
“Nevertheless, there is still some way to go before we
reach the peak result of 2018/2019. At that time, the industry
achieved a result of EUR 17 billion.”
“Employment represents a delayed indicator of economic
development, and is still falling at present. In June, the sector
employed almost 8 per cent fewer people than in the previous
year. Most furlough schemes had finished. Nevertheless, we
are also worried about the shortage of skilled workers, which
our industry will need to meet the major challenges which
lie ahead. Key factors here include the transformation of the
automotive industry, the energy transition and digitalisation.
You need the right people to get these done,” says Schäfer in
conclusion.

Hardinge acquires

J.G. Weisser GmbH & Co

P

remium German machine manufacturer and solution
provider adds to Hardinge’s portfolio of precision
machining products.
Hardinge and J.G. Weisser GmbH & Co. KG (“Weisser”),
have entered into a definitive agreement under which
Hardinge will acquire Weisser, enhancing Hardinge’s turning
and milling platform with an attractive portfolio of products
and technologies.
Weisser is a world leading German manufacturer and
turnkey solution provider of high precision, multifunctional
turning machines and turning centers as well as automation
solutions. Weisser is based in Germany with sales of
approximately $90 million USD. More information on the
company is available at weisser-web.com.
“Weisser is recognised for its market leading innovations
and machine designs, complementing our expanding
portfolio of premium, high precision machine tools. The
business is well-positioned in many industry applications and
complements the Hardinge total solution concept,” said Ryan
Levenson, Hardinge CEO.
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“We believe there are exciting opportunities to leverage
collaboration within our global sales and service network
and our existing turning and milling brands. The integration
of the Weisser brand and products into the Hardinge Group,
especially in industries and geographies where Hardinge is
well-established, will further accelerate Weisser’s growth. This
transaction will bring together two complementary businesses,
accelerate the Hardinge growth strategy and increase our core
capabilities in highly attractive segments. We are excited to
welcome the Weisser team into the Hardinge family.”
“The new partnership with Hardinge opens highly
attractive growth potential for Weisser,” adds Frank
Hornberger, CEO of Weisser. “This gives us great potential to
immediately expand into additional markets. The combined
product portfolio has the same technological DNA and our
similar histories of driving high precision standards will lead to
a further expansion of our already strong market position.”
For further details contact 600SA Machine Tools: Johnny
072 157 6003, Richard 061 525 3060 or Carlos 064 505
9906 or visit www.mt600sa.co.za

Soaring aluminium drives up cost
of everything from beer to foil

F

or consumers and economists hoping commodities
inflation will soon subside, the aluminium market
delivered some discouraging news recently. The world’s
second-largest brewer, Heineken, said the rising costs of
freight and the
metal used in beer
cans will have a
“material effect”
on profit next
year. Reynolds
Consumer
Products, the
maker of the iconic
Reynolds Wrap,
said it’s facing
costs of about
$400-million this
year driven in large
part by aluminium
and resin.
The
announcements
come on the
heels of a more
than 30% gain
in benchmark
aluminium prices
so far this year,
with the metal
on recently
approaching a
decade high. The
warnings are the
latest in a host of
cautionary signals
from companies
that underscore
the potentially farreaching impact
of the surge in
commodities from
corn to steel.
Further
dimming prospects
for a break
from elevated
aluminium prices
is that years-long
supply gluts are
beginning to fade,
with demand
for low-carbon
energy sources
boosting demand
for the lightweight
material and top
producer China
cracking down
on polluting
industries such as

metals producers. Goldman Sachs Group Inc. is forecasting
record prices above $3 000/t by late next year.
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DMG MORI to continue partnership
with Red Bull Racing Honda

D

MG MORI has
in the efficient and
announced that it
accurate machining
will continue to support
necessary to meet the
the Red Bull Racing
high demands of F1.
Honda Formula One
As part of the
team.
Innovation Partnership,
The relationship
DMG Mori also provides
between Red Bull
after sales service
Racing Honda and DMG
and technical support,
MORI has been in place Christian Horner, team principal and CEO, Red Bull Racing Honda (right) with Steve ensuring maximum
Finn, managing director, DMG MORI UK
since 2004, with the
equipment reliability
machine tool supplier
and minimum downtime
becoming an Innovation Partner in 2012.
to deliver high performance, technically advanced machining
There are currently more than 20 DMG MORI machines,
and continuous improvement in the manufacturing process.
predominantly 5-axis machining centers, at the Formula One
Christian Horner, team principal and CEO at Red
team’s manufacturing facility in Milton Keynes.
Bull Racing Honda said: “We are delighted to extend our
Another large 5-axis machine, a
Innovation Partnership with DMG
DMU 210P with 2 100mm x 2 100mm
MORI. The machines and services it
x 1 250mm axis travels, is due for
supplies are an integral part of our
delivery later this year.
success on track and we look forward
Performance at the highest level
to continuing to build our relationship
in every discipline is key to success
in the years to come.”
in motorsport, precision, flexibility
Steve Finn, managing director
and technological excellence being
of DMG MORI UK added: “We are
essential.
extremely proud to have extended the
With Red Bull Racing Honda’s
Innovation Partnership with Red Bull
manufacturing plant working close to
Racing Honda for several more years.
24/7 and dealing with an extensive
Working alongside a very fast-moving
range of materials and exacting
industry gives us a great opportunity
delivery times, the requirement for
to hone our skill sets and provide true
There are currently more than 20 DMG MORI
robust and reliable machine tools is
innovation to the team.”
machines, predominantly 5-axis machining centers,
paramount.
For further details contact
at the Formula One team’s manufacturing facility in
The 5-axis machines provided by
Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600 or
Milton Keynes
DMG MORI play an important role
visit www.retecon.co.za

Fanuc produces 750 000th robot

F

anuc Corporation, one of
the world’s most prominent
suppliers of automation
technology, continues to expand
its market-leading position with
the production of its 750 000th
industrial robot, which is more
than any other manufacturer in
this segment.
At present, Fanuc produces
around 8 000 industrial robots
every month at its factories in
Japan, although monthly capacity
is available up to 11 000 units. The company is renowned for
its highly automated production facilities, where thousands
of robots demonstrate reliability, dexterity and speed in the
build of Fanuc products that include robots, controllers and
machine tools. The company will deliver its 750 000th robot
to a European customer.
Fanuc’s largest customer group are car producers
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and their suppliers, although
manufacturers from other
industries - such as electronics,
food, pharmaceutical and medical
- are also growing their base
of industrial robots. While the
coronavirus pandemic initially led
to a decline in robot orders, Fanuc
has since witnessed a strong
rebound in sales, especially from
Asia and the USA.
Fanuc is pursuing ambitious
plans in Europe, where the
company is steadily expanding its sales and service network.
In the past four years alone, Fanuc has invested more
than €120 million in new facilities across Europe. Further
underpinning its growth plans, the company will invest another
€100 million in the coming three years.
For further details contact Fanuc South Africa on
011 392 3610 or sales@fanuc.co.za or visit www.fanuc.co.za

Desktop Metal acquires ExOne

A

dditive manufacturing firms
Desktop Metal and The ExOne
Company have entered into
a definitive agreement pursuant to
which Desktop Metal will acquire all of
the issued and outstanding shares of
ExOne common stock.
Under the terms of the
agreement, ExOne shareholders
will receive $8.50 in cash and
$17.00 in shares of Desktop Metal
common stock for each share of
ExOne common stock, for a total
consideration of $25.50 per share,
representing a transaction value of $575 million.
“We are thrilled to bring ExOne into the DM family to
create the leading additive manufacturing portfolio for mass
production,” said Ric Fulop, founder and CEO of Desktop
Metal.
“We believe this acquisition will provide customers with
more choice as we leverage our complementary technologies
and go-to-market efforts to drive continued growth. This
transaction is a big step in delivering on our vision of
accelerating the adoption of additive manufacturing 2.0.”
“We are excited to join forces with Desktop Metal to
deliver a more sustainable future through our shared vision of
additive manufacturing at high production volumes,” said John

Hartner, CEO of ExOne.
“We believe our
complementary platforms will better
serve customers, accelerate adoption
of green technologies, and drive
increased shareholder value. Most
importantly, our technologies will
help drive important innovations at
meaningful production volumes that
can improve the world.”
More and more businesses
turning to additive manufacturing
expect solutions that address
all of their requirements across
speed, cost, resolution, and part size. The acquisition of
ExOne extends Desktop Metal’s product platforms with
complementary solutions to create a comprehensive portfolio
combining throughput, flexibility, and materials breadth while
allowing customers to optimise production based on their
specific application needs.
By combining ExOne’s direct sales force with Desktop
Metal’s global distribution network of over 200 channel
partners, the combined company will enable broader access
to additive manufacturing solutions for businesses of all sizes
while delivering increased materials innovation to provide
customers with more choice and drive new application
discovery.

CNC facing, centring and chuck preparation of round
bar up to 370mm dia and 4 000mm length

Material Preparation for More Effective CNC Machining and Fabrication
Round Bar Hollow Bar Alloy Steels Carbon Steels Plate

Tel: +27 (0)11 865 4939 e-mail: sales@specialsteels.co.za
Crocker Road, Wadeville, Gauteng
www.specialsteels.co.za
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BIEMH will come back stronger
from 13th to 17th June 2022

W

ithin a context of dynamism
and the first signs of recovery,
BIEMH-International MachineTool Biennial Exhibition is getting ready
to return to Bilbao Exhibition Centre from
13th to 17th June 2022 with its usual
essence, but reinforced. The event is an
international benchmark and one of the
leading industrial meetings in Europe.
This year round, it will offer its
best version to become a meeting
platform and space that inspires trust
and motivation, fostering networking
and innovation, business and new
opportunities. This is set out in its
new claim, MORE BIEMH THAN EVER,
chosen to express BIEMH’s commitment
as a forum promoting the economic
revitalisation of the sector.
The event’s strategic goals and priority lines of action
are already on the table after the BIEMH Technical Advisory
Committee met at BEC facilities recently. The main items
on the Committee’s agenda were confirmation of dates,
presentation of the image and claim for the 2022 edition and
definition of the promotion and organisational milestones.
The situation of the machine-tool sector was also
analysed at the meeting, whereby it presents a positive
outlook following a complicated period. Orders have been
enjoying a significant recovery since last October, with figures
similar to those of 2019 during these first four months of the
year. The AFM foresight panels point towards a strong growth

in orders of around 25% for the whole of
2021.
The soundness of BIEMH is a clear
reflection of the strength of its exhibitors,
which are at the forefront of technological
breakthroughs and tailor-made solutions.
Therefore, the usual slogan that
accompanies the brand, “You make it big”,
will be transformed into “You make it big
again” in this edition. With this, the BIEMH
organising team wishes to thank once
again all those companies who participate
in the event year after year for their
commitment, loyalty and ambition.
The campaigns to capture exhibitors
and visitors will pass on this message
and kick off next July and September,
respectively. For the former, commercial
efforts will focus on countries like Germany,
Austria, Belgium, China, France, the Netherlands, Italy,
Poland, Portugal, United Kingdom, Switzerland, Taiwan
and Turkey, in addition to Spain. All these are leaders in
the sector, who have consolidated their presence in this
technologically advanced showcase.
Representatives of AFM-Advanced Manufacturing
Technologies and Bilbao Exhibition Centre, entities
co-organising the exhibition, participated in the Technical
Advisory Committee meeting, as well as members of
AIMHE– Machine Tool Importers Association of Spain, an
entity participating as a collaborator, along with the Basque
Government.

Aeva and Nikon to bring 4D LiDAR
to metrology markets

A

eva, a leader in nextgeneration sensing
and perception
systems, has announced
a strategic collaboration
with Nikon Corporation, a
global manufacturer and
supplier of metrology and
inspection equipment for
the industrial automation
and metrology markets.
The companies will focus
on bringing Frequency
Modulated Continuous
Wave (FMCW) 4D LiDAR
with unique micron-level
measurement capability to high precision industrial automation
and metrology applications.
Nikon is a leading supplier to the growing $10 billion
industrial automation and metrology markets, with revenues
of approximately $600 million including other small
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businesses within the
segment and leading
customers including
major global automotive
vehicle OEMs, such as
BMW, Stellantis and top
aerospace manufacturers,
among others.
The goal of the
partnership is to develop
next-generation industrial
solutions using Aeva’s
unique, industry-first 4D
LiDAR on chip technology.
By leveraging Nikon’s
market-leading position
in laser radar technology and excellence in industrial
precision, Aeva and Nikon expect to accelerate adoption
of joint products in industrial automation, metrology and
manufacturing applications.
For more than 20 years, Nikon has been providing FMCW

laser radar technology for large-scale metrology and quality
control applications in car plants and aircraft factories. Aeva
has developed a radically smaller and highly scalable FMCW
module that can measure the instantaneous velocity and
position of objects.
“We are delighted with the opportunity to use Aeva’s
ground-breaking technology to jointly bring to market
metrology solutions that provide our industrial customers with
unmatched functionality, combining higher accuracy that is
scalable, lower cost, more compact and provides superior
performance than
current solutions,”
said Tadashi
Nakayama, CEO of
Nikon Metrology,
General Manager
of Industrial
Metrology
Business Unit and
Corporate Vice
President at Nikon.
“This marks
a milestone for
Aeva’s expansion
strategy beyond
autonomous
driving
applications.
We’re excited
to work closely
with a leader
like Nikon in an
established market
with massive
growth potential
as we accelerate
our expansion
into industrial
applications,
targeting product
release in 2025,”
said Soroush
Salehian,
Co-Founder
and CEO. “By
leveraging our
common core
LiDAR chip
architecture that
we’ve already
developed for
automotive
applications, we
can bring industry
leading costs to
volume scale,
which we believe
has the potential
to upend the
growing industrial
automation
industry.”
“Our 4D LiDAR
on chip technology
has the capability
to provide
unparalleled
performance

through proprietary software on existing hardware,” said
Mina Rezk, Co-Founder and CTO at Aeva, who was formerly
employed at Nikon Metrology (2004 -2015).
“This solution will achieve measurements with micron-level
accuracy and will unlock entirely new applications beyond
autonomous driving. Nikon is a world leader when it comes
to delivering high precision industrial solutions of the highest
quality, and we’re thrilled to collaborate to bring our unique
technology to industrial applications.”
For more information: www.aeva.com
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Widia introduces M1600

face milling platform suitable for variety of
machine conditions and setups
New face mill designed for rough to semi-finish machining of a variety of steels,
stainless steels, cast and nodular irons.

W

idia has
WP35CM, WK15CM
announced
and WU20PM.
the release
The WP35CM
of the M1600 face
grade targets all
mill for roughing
types of steels,
to semi-finishing
while the WK15CM
operations in steel,
grade is designed
stainless steel, cast
for cast iron
iron and nodular
materials and
iron materials.
performs best in
With 16 cutting
dry applications but
edges and a smart
can also be used in
insert design the
wet conditions. The
M1600 performs in
universal WU20PM
various machining
grade can be used
conditions
for the machining
including low-power
of steel, stainless
machines, unstable,
steel and highnon-rigid setups,
temperature alloys
long overhangs,
in both dry and wet
weak machines
applications.
or weak fixture
The ‘smart’
M1600 face mill loaded into a holder before performing a test on a DC55 machine
conditions.
insert
design
in cast iron GGG60, steel 42CrMo4 and stainless steel 1.4301
“Face milling
features a seating
is one of the most
surface below the
common machining operations, so we designed a versatile and
cutting edge that promotes smooth chip flow and reduces
cost-effective solution that delivers substantial improvements
cutting forces on the tool. The insert also has a curved cutting
in metal removal rates in
edge and is axially positive
steel and cast iron for our
resulting in reduced power
customers,” said Anna Kim,
consumption. These key design
Widia Indexable Milling Global
features coupled with 16
Portfolio Manager. “The M1600
cutting edges make M1600 an
represents a turnkey solution
economical face milling option.
for general engineering, energy
M1600 face mills are
and automotive customers who
available in six metric diameter
want to reduce their face milling
ranges between 50mm and
tooling inventory and increase
160mm. Orders for the M1600
their machining outputs.”
bodies and inserts as well
The 16-edged, precisionas other Widia metal cutting
ground insert with a positive
tooling can be placed through
geometry enables low
Widia authorised distribution
cutting forces and low power
partners.
consumption resulting in higher
For more information
tool life and an excellent cost
contact Widatech on
per edge. The M1600 has
TEL: 011 450 2108, email:
one universal insert geometry
info@widatech.co.za or visit
Chips produced from a Steel 42CrMo4 operation using the M1600
in three versatile grades:
www.widatech.co.za
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Pferd’s high-performance
tools for high-tech industries
Opening up cracks with a TC burr so that they can be re-welded

A

viation, gas turbine and
customer a superior
power generation are
product without any
industries synonymous
reduction in safety, but a
with specialised materials,
reduction in cost due to a
high safety standards and
quicker resolution of the
strict protocols, especially
repair or maintenance,”
with the sensitive materials
says Phillips.
involved and critical
components that require
Composite filament
extreme precision of
brushes
manufacturing, maintenance
Plastic filament
or repair.
brushes, compared with
Pferd, manufacturer
traditional wire brushes
and supplier of tools for
offer cool grinding
work on surfaces and
capability and a lack
material cutting, offer highof sparks. Unlike steel,
performance tools that
stainless steel and brass
meet the specialist needs
wire brushes, composite
Surface finishing of a diffuser with Polinox cross buffs
of the technicians who face
filament brushes have
these industries’ high-tech
minimal risk of a piece of
challenges daily.
filament breaking off and staying behind on componentry,
From cutting to grinding, milling, deburring, filing, brushing,
such as sophisticated gearing or rotors, where there is zero
polishing, cleaning and creating defined surfaces, Pferd has
tolerance for contamination.
a range of tools suitable for the manufacture, maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO) tasks of these advanced industries.
TC burrs
“These sectors require specialised tooling to work on the
A typical application within the aviation industry for TC
materials that can withstand exceptional amounts of force
burrs is the opening up of cracks on turbine blades before
and stress,” explains Dennis Phillips, National Sales Manager
they are re-welded. Pferd has a wide range of shapes, sizes
at Pferd South Africa. This pushes suppliers to continually
and cuts of TC Burrs for a variety of applications within these
innovate and develop new tool technologies.
industries.
“Pferd possess the
necessary expertise to
Mounted points
develop and deliver highThe Tough type is
performance tools for these
specifically designed for use
niche markets to improve
on materials that are difficult
productivity, reduce process
to machine. Applications
costs and achieve maximum
include weld dressing on
efficiency,” says Phillips.
repair welds and reworking on
turbine blades during aircraft
Tough tools for tough jobs
maintenance. It offers a good
Pferd tools meet the
stock removal rate, as well as
high requirements of these
cool grinding thanks to the
advanced materials and
abrasive grain mixture that
their different machining
breaks down easily.
processes. “We are active
in these industries due to
Diamond needle files
our investment in advanced
Advanced engine
technology that offers the
technology requires highReworking on turbine blades with a Tough mounted point
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Edge deburring on a diffuser by means of a conical TC burr

temperature to increase efficiency. This means that the
internal temperature would be destructive for the materials
used in the manufacture of the engines. Therefore,
integrated cooling holes in the blades and vanes circulate
cold air. Diamond needle files, which are extra slim in
design and particularly suitable for deep-set and narrow
contours, are used to clean these cooling holes.
Customised solutions to meet the industries’ needs
Pferd can manufacture quality custom tools for
customers who have very specific requirements. Our Key
Account Manager in South Africa dedicated to the aviation

Diamond needle files are suitable, for example, for work on cooling
holes

and power generation industries, who works closely with
the Aerospace team at Pferd in Germany, is available to
consult with customers and help find the best tool solution
for their applications. A team of application specialists can
provide training on the correct use of these specialised tools
as well.
As a tool manufacturer with over 200 years of
experience, Pferd can call on comprehensive expertise in
the manufacture of tool solutions.
For further information contact Pferd South Africa on
TEL: 011 230 4000, email info@pferd.co.za /
sales@pferd.co.za or visit www.pferd.com

Expansion of Iscar’s Mill-4-Feed line

with FFQ4 tools carrying new 9mm inserts

F

ollowing the highly
successful introduction
of the Mill-4-Feed FFQ412 fast feed milling cutters
carrying 12mm size inserts,
Iscar is expanding the line by
introducing new tools that carry
smaller 9mm inserts.
The new FFQ4-09 tools
cover a wide range of
applications and are available
in the following configurations:
FFQ4 endmills in 22, 25, 32
and 35mm diameters, FFQ4-M
interchangeable milling heads
with FlexFit adaptation in
22, 25, 32, 35 and 40mm
diameters and FFQ4 face
mills in 40, 50, 52 and 63mm
diameters.
The tools ensure high metal removal rates and feature
a 12˚ cutting edge angle, ramping down capability, positive
axial rake angle, and a 2.5mm radius for programming.
Coolant holes are directed to each individual cutting edge
for efficient cooling effect while the polished coating on the
cutter body provides better chip flow and protection from
corrosion and wear.

The FFQ4 inserts are
produced from Iscar’s latest
Sumotec carbide grades,
ensuring high productivity. The
FFQ4 SOMT 0904 square singlesided insert with 4 cutting edges
feature a 1.2mm maximum
depth of cut for milling open or
shouldered plane surfaces and
1mm for milling by ramping and
are available with three types of
cutting geometries for machining
different materials: FFQ4 SOMT
090412T for steel, ferritic and
martensitic stainless steel, cast
iron and hardened steel, FFQ4
SOMT 0904RM-T for interrupted
cut and machining near straight
shoulders on steel, ferritic and
martensitic stainless steel,
cast iron and hardened steel and FFQ4 SOMT 090412HP for
austenitic stainless steel and high temperature alloys.
The new tools have been designed for roughing
operations in the die and mould and aerospace industries and
in general engineering.
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com
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Enhanced Mazak Variaxis i-800
Neo efficiently machines multiple
workpiece surfaces
The simultaneous 5-axis design increases automation integration
capabilities and more rapid machining.

T

he Mazak Variaxis i-800 Neo
vertical machining center is said to
offer shops an enhanced version
of a popular 5-axis machine, with a
powerful CNC, faster machining cycle
times, expanded workpiece capacities
and more automation options.
Among the primary enhancements
on the Variaxis i-800 Neo is the
Mazatrol SmoothAi CNC. It features
such functions as Smooth Machining
Configuration (SMC) for process
optimisation with real-time operator
control of a wide range of cutting
parameters and Ai Thermal Shield
for stable machining accuracy through smart compensation
for heat displacement. Also with the launch of the Mazatrol
SmoothAi, Mazak says it has introduced its Smooth Project
Manager Gateway software as an available option.
Working with external CAM software such as Autodesk’s
Fusion 360, Smooth Project Manager Gateway enables
access to internal machine data, which enables the Fusion
360 programmer to query the machine to download machine
models, current tooling configuration, offset data, stroke
limits and other configuration parameters. Mazak says this
information can then be used at the CAM workstation to
create more accurate machine programmes configured to the
limits and capabilities of the actual machine.
Additionally, realistic programme simulations with current,
real-time setup information can be achieved. The machine’s
tooling configuration can also be modified and updated at the

Fusion 360 workstation and sent back
to the machine for operators to complete
more accurate setup.
In terms of speed, the Variaxis i-800
Neo is said to achieve rapid traverse rates
of 48m/m in the XYZ axes for significantly
reduced cycle times. To accommodate
larger workpieces, axis strokes increased
to 750mm/890mm/600mm in the XYZ
axes respectively. Maximum workpiece
weight capacities are 1 000kg on the
single-table version of the Variaxis i-800
Neo and up to 700kg with a two-pallet
changer.
Further, the machine now handles
maximum tool lengths up to 415mm in available magazine
capacities of 30, 40, 80 and 120 tools. A new servo drive
shortens tool wait times by up to 58%, and a 4.3-second chipto-chip tool change time helps further reduce non-cut time.
For additional flexibility, automation options include a twopallet changer, along with the Mazak Multi-Pallet Pool (MPP)
compact multiple pallet stocker system and the modular
Mazak Palletech System. Mazak says the Variaxis i-800 Neo
can work within the same Palletech cell alongside other
Mazak machines, including the HCN‑5000 and HCN‑5000/50.
To support hydraulic and pneumatic fixturing, the machine
provides nine ports with a single table configuration and four
ports inside plus eight outside the machine for two-pallet
changing.
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

The new Victor Vturn-A20Y
turning center

V

ictor Fortune has introduced
the Victor Vturn-A20Y turning
center that has now been
upgraded with increased structural
rigidity on the headstock, box
slideways, turret and carriages,
making the next generation Vturn
A-Series more formidable than ever
before.
With the latest technology such
as Direct Drive Spindle (DDS) builtin as standard, the A-series lathes
demonstrate the utmost in component surface finish quality
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and the highest angular accuracy
through Victor’s in-house designed
and built turret.
From a capacity perspective, the
Victor Vturn-A20Y offers a swing over
the bed of 700mm with a 550mm
swing over the carriage. The compact
footprint machine offers a turning
capacity of 630mm between centres
with a maximum turning diameter
of 390mm and a bar capacity of
52mm with 66mm or 75mm being
an optional choice for manufacturers bar feeding larger


components.
The YSCM option machine has an X axis of 150+35mm on
and a Z axis of 600mm, the spacious work envelope provides
flexibility and capacity to suit every machine shop.
The remarkably rigid machine base has an equally robust
Victor servo driven VDI or BMT tooling turret option with
12 tool positions that can accommodate tool shanks up to
20mm. The power of the Victor spindle motor is class leading
for a turning center of this size, demonstrating an 11/18.5kW
continuous spindle motor with a maximum spindle speed of
5 000rpm that has exceptional torque levels throughout the
speed range.
The combination of the powerful high-torque spindle,
robust machine structure and stable tooling turret permits
unfathomable material removal rates and surface finishes
regardless of the materials being processed.
The exciting Victor Vturn-A20Y turning center is available
with a multitude of optional extras to meet the diverse
demands of the marketplace. At present, GM CNC has stock
models available with the AICC-2 for Fanuc 0i-T (10.4”) CNC,
an upgraded Kitagawa chuck, the Grundfos SPK4-8 or MTH440/4 high pressure coolant system, the Renishaw manual
tool pre-setter, a barfeed interface, a swing type parts catcher,
four addition ‘M’ codes and also an oil skimmer.
For customers that wish to tailor the Victor Vturn-A20Y
turning center to their specific production needs, the machine

can be supplied with either manual or automatic Renishaw
tool pre-setter, part catcher, auto door opening, bar feed
interface, air blast system, high-pressure coolant, oil skimmer,
larger spindle bore (66mm or 75mm), gantry loading robot,
independent tailstock, bolt mounted turret, gear hobbing
interface and of course the option of a sub-spindle for the
ultimate in highly productive and robust turning.
Whilst all these options can be accommodated to create
the perfect long-term solution for your machine shop, it
should not be overlooked that the base model of the Victor
Vturn-A20Y turning center from GM CNC is supplied with an
impressive list of standard accessories.
These include a hydraulic chuck with soft jaws,
programmable tailstock, chip conveyor with cart, air
conditioner for the electrical cabinet, fully enclosed splash
guarding, hand wheel with remote MPG, tool holders, coolant
flush on Z-axis cover, 3-step warning light and the Fanuc CNC
control e-books.
The Victor brand is well recognised for its build quality,
longevity, reliability and heavy-duty build quality that sets
Victor apart from its competitors – if you would like to find out
more about the Victor Vturn-A20Y turning center or any other
class leading machines from Victor, contact GM CNC for more
information.
For further details contact Victor Fortune on
TEL: 011 392 3800 or visit www.victor.co.za

Component alignment at the touch of a
button – Open Mind’s hyperMILL Best Fit

O

pen Mind’s hyperMILL
Best Fit is a new function
that is revolutionising
planning in machining
operations. Instead of having
to align the unmachined
part in the clamping to the
NC programme manually,
the hyperMILL CAM system
aligns the NC programme
automatically to the component
position. This method saves
time and increases process
reliability, especially with cast,
forged, welded, and additively manufactured stocks with small
or irregular allowances, when reworking heat-treated parts,
and during machine changeovers. Each of these processes
requires a delicate touch to calibrate it with the CAD model of
the end product.
hyperMILL Best Fit takes full advantage of the options
offered by the virtual machine in the CAM programme and
communication with a 5-axis machining center capable of 3D
measurements to eliminate the uncertainty that comes with
manual alignment.
Real-time alignment for reliable, plannable processes
Up to now, it has been standard practice to adapt the
stock and the clamping in the machine to the conditions of
the NC programme. The component is aligned manually, using
a dial gauge, control cycles, plus a great deal of sensitivity.
The actual clamping operation is adapted to conform to the
virtual programming. This process was time-intensive, often
needed to be repeated multiple times, and involved a number
of uncertainties. One way to solve this issue is to align the

component in CAM in real
time. The unaligned stock is
probed on the machine by way
of a 3D measurement, the
measurement log is sent to the
CAM system, and hyperMILL
Best Fit adjusts the NC code
to the actual position of the
component. The virtual world
(programming) is adapted
to the real world (clamping),
not the other way around!
The adjusted NC code is
then simulated in the virtual
machine on the actual clamping setup, and automatically
optimised.
A real game changer in many application areas
“Thanks to hyperMILL Best Fit, time-consuming and unsafe
component alignment on the machine is a thing of the past.
hyperMILL detects the situation on the machine and aligns the
component virtually,” explains Manfred Guggemos, Product
Manager at Open Mind Technologies.
“Component alignment at the touch of a button is a real
game changer in many application areas. This could include
reworking refurbished parts and imperfect forged parts,
machining parts that are too heavy to be aligned by hand,
eliminating the need for high-precision equipment, and more.
What makes this unique is that unlike previous solutions
available on the market, hyperMILL Best Fit does not change
the origin on the controller and generates completely collisionchecked toolpaths.”
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za
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TaeguTec’s sleeves
for quick and easy setting
of Hush-Bore boring bars

T

aeguTec has released specific sleeves for quick and easy
setting of Hush-Bore boring bars. The vibration free HushBore boring bars are cylindrical shank type products, with
no flat parts, for deep internal turning operations in 7xBD to
10xBD (BD: shank diameter) range. Therefore, based on the
flat surface design of the head, set up time can become an
issue.
To solve this issue, TaeguTec has launched Hush-Bore
sleeves that can be easily set up in the machine’s tool holder.
These specific sleeves with one-sided slit maintain a
robust clamping force and high precision because of its wide
contact area when combined with the new Hush-Bore shank.
First, gently tighten the flat surface onto the sleeve with a
screw onto the holder. Second, match the Hush-Bore’s shank
line with the sleeve-line. Third, check the zero setting with the
dial gauge, ensure it is within ±0.01 mm. Fourth, secure the
sleeve by screwing tightly to the tool holder. Thereby, making

for easier, faster setting time with better accuracy.
Features include easier and faster shank setting time due
to simpler, yet practical design, robust clamping force and
high- and precision and is available for the full sleeve line for
the Hush-Bore shank diameter range 16mm to 50mm.
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

New large-capacity Doosan
multi-tasking mill-turn machines

D

oosan has introduced
a new range of largecapacity, multi-tasking millturn machines into the market.
The Puma SMX 5100L series, the
largest in Doosan’s SMX range,
has been designed and built to
handle large, heavy workpieces
typically found in the aerospace,
energy and oil and gas sectors –
and machine them to completion in a single setup.
There are four different models in the SMX 5100L range
with the largest machines having chuck sizes up to 21”,
a maximum turning diameter of 830mm and a maximum
turning length of 3050mm.
SMX 5100LS and SMX 5100LSB machines are equipped
with high-torque, built-in (left and right) spindles (up to
37kW/2 400rpm) with 0.0001° resolution on their C-axes
for high precision contouring. SMX5100L and SMX 5100LB
models feature a programmable, servo-driven tailstock
(instead of a sub-spindle) for the precision machining of long
shafts, tubes etc.
All four models are supplied with a
powerful and versatile B-axis milling head
(+/- 120° stroke) that features the Capto C8
quick-change tooling system and is powered
by a 37kW motor that rotates at 10 000rpm.
The roller gear cam mechanism that drives
the B-axis eliminates backlash and is highly
rigid, capable of outputting torque of up to
2 700Nm.
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SMX 5100L machines’
productivity and performance
are further optimised by their
ultra-fast rapid rates (40m/
min), their (520mm) Y-axis
capability and their heavyduty high-precision roller LM
guideways.
The machines are also
equipped with generous
sized, servo-driven tool changers (up to 120 tools), with the
machines’ ATCs also having their own touch screen operation
panel for ease of use, efficient job setups and improved
process reliability. (Long boring bar and long tool magazines
are also available, as options, that further extend the
machines’ application potential).
CNC Control – introducing CUFOS
The SMX 5100L machines are supplied with the latest
CUFOS Fanuc-based control. CUFOS is an acronym for
Customised User-Friendly Flexible Operating System –
Doosan’s new, customisable, app-based front-end control
interface that, with a 19” touchscreen and
enhanced 3D graphics, uses conversational
programming software as well as access to
a range of process reliability functions (like
machine collision avoidance), to improve
performance and efficiency.
For further details contact Puma
Machine Tools on TEL: 011 976 8600 or
visit www.pumamachinetools.co.za

